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Clinton defers to Bush on trade war
By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House Correspendonl

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. —
President-elect Clinton, returning
to the task of building his administration after a weekend break,
is staying out of President Bush's
way on a trade war with Europe
and pardons in the Iran-Contra
scandal.
"I just don't think I should say
much right now," Clinton said
Sunday after Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole of Kansas

joined other Republicans in calling on Bush for pardons for former Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger and other defendants
in the case.
"These decisions have to be
made," Clinton added, shrugging
off questions about pardons in the
Iran -Contra arms-for-hostages
scandal and Bush's plans to
impose punitive tariffs on French
wines and other exports.
After a weekend of jogging,
golf and going to a Tom Selleck
movie, "Mr. Baseball," with his

PLAY THAT MOUNTAIN MUSIC

SPORTS
Too few athletes leave the
game on their own terms. But
most at least leave under their
own power. And that makes
what happened to Lawrence
Taylor doubly sad. Page 8

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy with a 30 percent chance of showers. Low
around 50. South wind 10 to
15 mph. Tuesday, mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of showers. High in the
mid 60s.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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The questions about Jones
were included in a poll that
gauged support for presidential
candidates among Kentucky residents who were likely to vote.
Therefore, the poll might not
reflect the thinking of other residents, those not registered to
vote.
Jones' performance was rated
on par with his predecessor, Wallace Wilkinson, by 49 percent of
those surveyed. Thirty-five percent said Jones was better than
Wilkinson and 6 percent said he
was worse.
Jones, who took office Dec.
10, 1991, had no comment on the
poll results.
His press secretary, Frank Ashley, said Jones prefers to leave it
tr others to evaluate his job
performance.
Ashley said the poll "should
be very gratifying to the governor," especially considering tight

money in state government.
"This poll comes at the end of
the year in which the governor
inherited an almost $400 million
revenue shortfall," Ashley said.
"He had to deal with it by budget
reductions across the board.
"Obviously that didn't make a
lot of people feel good, but he
had no alternative. Who knows
what his ratings would be if he
had a $100 million surplus?"
Lindsey Back, a government
professor at Morehead State University, said he was not surprised
by the poll results.
"But I would have thought
more than 5 percent would have
given him an 'excellent,'" Back
said. "That shows most people
tend to like how he has handled
his job but they are somewhat
cautious to ovrly praise him."
Back attributes Jones' good
• TURN TO PAGE 2
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on the economic-policy team.
Vernon Jordan, chairman of
the transition board, also suggested an early December timetable but said some announcements could come as early as
Thanksgiving. He hinted at a
bipartisan tone in the
administration.
"We will have a diverse government," Jordan said. "This
government will reflect the best
talents in America, and that

KENTUCKY POLITICS

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
After nearly a year in office,
Gov. Brereton -Jones' job performance was rated fair by close to
half of those surveyed in a poll.
The statewide survey of 602
likely voters showed that 45.5
percent rated Jones' performance
as fair. Another 38 percent said
they thought the governor is
doing a better-than-average job.
That broke down to 32.7 percent
considering his performance good
and 5 percent excellent.
Almost 9 percent rated his performance as poor.
The poll was conducted Oct.
27-29 and has a margin of error
of plus or minus 4 percentage
points. It was sponsored by the
Lexington Herald-Leader, the
Messenger-Inquirer in Owensboro, WHAS-TV in Louisville,
WCPO-TV in Cincinnati, The
Daily Independent in Ashland
and The Gleaner in Henderson.

Child protection services will
be an important component of
the Community Resource Fair
being held at East Elementary
School on Saturday, Nov. 14,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Page 2
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home in Tennessee.
With 72 days remaining before
he takes power, Clinton tried to
dampen expectations of swift
action on filling senior White
House and Cabinet jobs.
"I'm going to work hard but
not rush decisions," Clinton said.
"I was so exhausted after the
election I couldn't read very
much for two days."
Christopher said he expected
the major appointments would
not come before December, and
that the first emphasis would be

Poll shows mixed feelings
about Jones performance

RESOURCE FAIR

KENTUCKY LAKE
355.4, +0.1; below 304.2, +0.5
BARKLEY LAKE
354.8, 0.0; below 315.7, +0.1

family, Clinton was conferring
today with the director of his
transition team, Warren Christopher, and meeting with his stategovernment Cabinet.
Clinton went jogging before
daybreak today, running through
a slight mist along downtown
streets, even dodging cars at one
intersection. He then stopped at a
YMCA to exercise before beginning his meetings.
Al Gore, the vice presidentelect, was flying in for talks with
Clinton after a weekend at his

CYRUS AFZALVLedger & Times photo

Sue Farthing performed some musical selections on her handcrafted Appalachian dulcimers on display Sunday at a Christmas
gallery at the Murray Art Guild.

Council reviewing options
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
While the Council on Higher
Education is reviewing its tuition
policy to consider other ways of
raising revenue, some college
presidents say their institutione
should have more voice in the
rate-setting.
*
Executive Director Gary Cox
said the council staff has
reviewed tuition policies across
the United States and will present
a number of options when the
council meets today at Eastern
Kentucky University.
"As many of the university
presidents have said, 'There's no
fat left,— said Norm Snider,
spokesman for the council. "We
are looking for every possible
source of extra funding."
The state cut university
budgets 5 percent late last year
and 5 percent this year because of
a shortfall in state revenue. Uni-

versities also face the possibility
of another cut.
Still, tuition increases in Kentucky have been fairly moderate.
Tuition is set by the Council
on Higher Education. When
establishing tuition rates, the
council now takes into account
what surrounding universities
charge and Kentucky's per capita
personal income, which lowers
the tuition considerably. The
council sets the tuition for two
years at a time.
One option the council may
consider would be to set the tuition yearly instead of every two
years, Cox said. The council then
would be able to consider the
yearly increases at similar institutions, he said.
The council already has set tuition for the 1993-94 school year

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Republican Chairman
Robert Gable says the GOP must
try to include a broad range of
views as it rebuilds itself after
losing the White House.
"If we Republicans are to have
any influence on public policy in
the future, in Kentucky and in the
nation, we've got to keep all
Republicans in the tent — even if
we're all shouting at each other
while we're in there," he said.
"If we insist that those Republicans who disagree with us
must get out, we're destined forever to be a minority political party, muttering our preachments
from powerless obscurity."
Some members at the semiannual meeting of the Republican
State Central Committee didn't
appreciate the politics of
inclusion.

"We must not be controlled
by, or spoken for by, an extreme,
right-wing, exclusionary, extremist group," defeated congressional candidate Susan Stokes said
Saturday in Louisville.
Stokes, a state representative
from Rolling Fields, said the party "must not be judgmental, must
not be moralizing, but about solulions, and about issues and about
goals for the future of a very
diverse community, a very
diverse state and a very diverse
country."
Stokes' remarks garnered some
applause, but none from some
committee members. The other
defeated congressional candidates
who spoke received standing ovations, but Stokes did not.
The last four Republican platforms opposed abortion, but
Stokes supports abortion rights.

Her stand won her many Democratic votes in her race with 3rd
District U.S. Rep. Romano Mazzoli, a staunch foe of abortion.
Gable said Stokes was
"deserted by many pro-life
Republicans, despite the fact that
many of these folks would agree
with Stokes on 90 percent of the
votes she would have taken in
Congress, and ... disagree with
liberal Democrat Ron Mazzoli's
votes in nearly every case."
Gable said the division of the
Republican vote hurt President
Bush in the 3rd, where he got a
lesser share of the vote tan in
any other Kentucky congressional
district — 37 percent. He said
Stokes got more than 47 percent
of the vote by gaining support of
people who don't usually vote
Republican.

SENTIMENTAL SCENE
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CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

Reading of names begins at
Vietnam Veterans' Memorial
By MARCY GORDON
Associatod Prins WrItor

WASHINGTON — The names
of the 58,183 Americans who
died in the Vietnam War are
being read in a poignant ceremony marking the 10th anniversary of the black granite monument where those names are
inscribed.
At noon Sunday, the first of
1,000 volunteers stood at the
Vietnam Veterans' Memorial,
known as "The Wall," and
began reading names. The reading continues around the clock
until 9 a.m. EST Wednesday,
Veterans Day.
Among the volunteers were

ictivist Jesse Jackson; CNN correspondent Peter Arnett, who
covered the war; ABC reporter
Jack Smith; and Jan Scruggs, a
Vietnam veteran who worked to
get the memorial built and organized the 10th anniversary
ceremonies.
Vietnam veterans visiting the
wall were choked with emotion.
"It was a very traumatic
experience for me. ... My fellow
schoolmates that we went with ...
the four of us that went over
there, three of them didn't come
back. It was like really moving
for me," said Stewart Green,
who served from 1967 to 1968
and agaiti in 1969-70.

VOWS AFZALIkedger a Tiofts i:ihoto
Ginger Crouch and Rob Carpenter perform a scene from "The Voice of the Prairie." a student play
offered Saturday and Sunday at Murray's Playhouse in the Plrk. The play was sponsored by the
Murray High School Department of Speech and Theatre.
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Passage of amendment legalized status quo
By CHARLES WOLFE
Assoclatod Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
decision of voters to approve
charitable gaming — the Bingo
Amendment — legalized the status quo.
The constitutional amendment
ratified Tuesday empowered the
General Assembly to do something it has previously attempted
— permit "charitable lotteries"
and "gift enterprises" by general
law.
The intended beneficiaries
were countless churches, schools,
volunteer fire departments and

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

other organizations that depend gamble — forcing a public
on bingo and similar games for referendum on gaming in the
fund raising.
form of a constitutional
But courts kept getting in the amendment.
way, most recently in Simpson
If voters rejected the amendCounty, where circuit Judge Wil- ment, oltStroers predicted, it
liam R. Harris ruled in December would be only a matter of time
that a state bingo law violated a until appellate courts made Harban on gaming in Kentucky's ris' ruling binding for the entire
101-year-old constitution.
state.
But Harris' ruling, now pend"I'm not an attorney, but I
ing in the Court of Appeals, think it's moot now," said state
applied only to Simpson County. Rep. William Donnertneyer, coThe General Assembly sponsor of the law struck down
responded earlier this year with by Harris and author of the 1992
new legislation for regulation of legislation.
games to raise money for charity.
Assistant Attorney General
It also _us& something of a Ross Carter said he agreed.

•Clinton defers to Bush...
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council, patterned after the
National Security Council that
coordinates policy-planning on
foreign policy and defense matters, officials said.
"Economic decision-making
will be given a higher priority,"
Christopher said.
Offering a preview of a Clinton administration, Jordan said
planners would design a White
House staff that is 25 percent
smaller than the existing one, in
accordance with one of Clinton's
campaign promises.
Jordan said Clinton could
move quickly to lift the Bush
administration's "gag order" on
abortion counseling and restrictions on fetal-tissue research.
In a separate interview, Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell,
D-Maine, said he favored lifting
the ban on homosexuals in the
military — a position Clinton
also endorsed during the
campaign.
With the election finally over,
many leaders of Clinton's campaign went home fbr the weekend
or for longer breaks, wondering

diversity includes everybody,
including Republicans."
Jordan said he did not exclude
the possibility of seeking foreign
policy advice from James A.
Baker III, who was the architect
of Middle East peace talks before
quitting as secretary of state to
run Bush's campaign.
Jordan and Christopher made
the rounds of television talk
shows offering a general blueprint of Clinton's plans.
One of Clinton's first moves in
the next few weeks will be to
summon economists and business
leaders to Little Rock for a summit on fixing the economy, officials said.
"It will be an attempt to make
an audit of where we stand now,
to get advice from these individuals who run big companies or
who are well known in the economics field as he moves through
this process," Christopher said.
The experts also will be sounded out on Clinton's intentions to
create an economic security
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whether they would wind up in a
Clinton administration.
Clinton himself showed signs
of irritation at the inevitable loss
of privacy as he moved closer to
the Jan. 20 inaugural. He snapped
at aides when photographers were
allowed on the golf course with
him Saturday.
During a Sunday jog, Clinton
detoured from his usual path
when he saw photographers waiting ahead. He gave in, though,
and talked with reporters for 25
minutes as he walked back to his
residence at the governor's
mansion.
"We've just been trying to get
rested up," he said. "We just sat
around and talked to each other
to get collected."
He said he expected to be in
Arkansas all week.
"There are a slew of things
you never think about," he said.
"There's an inaugural to organize, a campaign to shut down, letters, acknowledgements, record
packing. I have quite a lot of
work to do on the governor's
transition."

'Robodoc' robot used as assistant
during hip replacement operation

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Dail

The amendment also ordered
the General Assembly to arrange
for regulation of any charitable
gaming it authorized.
An interim joint legislative
committee has begun work on
that, but some important controls
were imposed in the 1992 law.
It allows only tax-exert* organizations to conduct bingo or
other games, and operators must
be members of the charity.
Workers cannot be paid, eliminating professional bingo operators, and licenses are required.
Total prizes for a single night
cannot exceed $5,000, and strict
bookkeeping is required.

L.PS
p.m.
753.2350

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— With nerves of steel, superhuman precision and no bedside
manner whatsoever, a 7-foot surgical assistant called Robodoc
served as a trusty assistant during
a hip replacement operation.
Robodoc, a mechanical arm
with a drill at the end, was used
Saturday during the surgery at
Sutter General Hospital. The
unidentified patient was reported
in stable .condition.
The machine, dubbed Robodoc
by its inventors, was programmed
to drill a precise hole in the
patient's leg bone that enabled
surgeons to insert the replacement hip without using cement.
Doctors can make the
6-to-10-inch hole manually, but
the developers of Robodoc

believe the computerized drill
improves precision.
More than 200,000 Americans
undergo hip replacement every
year.
The operation was the first of
10 tests approved by the Food
and Drug Administration to
determine if Robodoc is safe and
effective for use during hip
replacement surgery.
Robots have been used in
human surgeries before, said Joe
Engelberger, chairman of a robotics company called TRC in Danbury, Conn.
In the 1980s, a robot at a California hospital was used to drill
holes and guide probes for brain
surgery. It was used in more than
20 procedures, he said in a telephone interview today.

Talking to clients about their money is very personal. At Republic,

MANY PEOPLE WOULD SAY
we take the time to really listen to clients'gmls — to make sure they

WERE IN THE BANKING BUSINESS,
get our best financial solutions, not just our 'Ioan of the week". For

BUT WE'RE REALLY IN

FIREMEN INVESTIGATE SMOKE SMELL

The Murray Fire Department was dispatched to 302 Oakdale St. Saturday at
6:40 p.m. to investigate a smoke smell. According to reports, the home's
owner reported an electrical problem with his fuse box. After an investigation, firemen found a burned fuse powering the heating unit. The owner was
advised to contact an electrician.

FRIDAY NIGHT ACCIDENT INJURES TWO

Two persons were injured in a two-car accident Friday at 9:16 p.m. at the
intersection of Eighth and Main Streets. According to a report filed by Officer
Jimmy Potts, Samuel R. Outland, 405 S. 11th St., was stopped at the stop
sign in the northbound lane of Eighth Street preparing to cross Main Street
and stated he apparently misjudged the distance of an oncoming vehicle
driven by Jason Williams of Hazel that was eastbound on Main Street. Williams and Heather Scarbrough, a passenger in his vehicle, also of Hazel,
were transported by ambulance to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

BENTON MAN ARRESTED AT WAL-MART

A Benton man was arrested Friday at approximately 2:15 p.m. by the Murray Police Department at Wal-Mart. According to reports, Richard W. Warmath, Ftt. 2 Benton, was observed by Wal-Mart security personnel concealing merchandise. Warmath was charged with theft by unrawful taking (shoplifting) under $300 and lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

WOMAN ARRESTED AFTER TRAFFIC STOP

A Kirksey woman was arrested by the Murray Police Department early
Saturday morning following a traffic stop. According to reports, Meryl K.
Harris, Ftt. 2 Box 125 Kirksey, was stopped by Officer Jimmy Potts on North
Fourth Street at approximately 12:49 a.m. after he suspected she was driving under the influence. After a vehicle search, Harris was charged with possession of marijuana less than eight ounces and possession of drug paraphernalia. Harris was also charged with DUI, failure to register the transfer
of a motor vehicle and cited for no operator's license and no insurance.

MAN ARRESTED AFTER WARRANT SERVED

A Murray man was arrested by the Murray Police Department after police
served him with a warrant Friday. According to reports, Bobby F. Kirks, RI. 3
Box 1054, was served with a warrant for leaving the scene of an accident.

II Council reviewing...
FROM PAGE 1
without knowing what surrounding colleges will charge. The
annual tuition at Kentucky's
community colleges will go up
$20, a 2.9 percent increase.
At the University of Louisville
and the University of Kentucky,
the increase will be $80 a year, or
4.8 percent.
But there's a possibility that
the council will review those
rates in January and impose higher increases, Cox said.
Some presidents like Northern
Kentucky University's Leon
Boothe, want more control over
tuition since they have no control
over the amount of state funding
they receive.
Ronald Eaglin, the new president of Morehead State University, comes from South Carolina,
where tuition is decided by campuses through local boards of
regents. "It gave the board the
responsibility of understanding

grades to his "taking on initiatives that he has promised, especially tackling health care.
"People seem more concerned
in issues lire that and the economy than some of the controversies that have popped up," Back
said.

Saturday.

REPUBLIC

the fiscal issues that affect that
campus," said Eaglin, who has
been at Morehead since July.
Western Kentucky University
President Tom Meredith said
something must be done to
address declining state support
and increasing student fees.
"Faculty members are concerned," Meredith said. "Their
classes are larger, their loads are
heavier in terms of courses, and
they did not get a salary increase
this year. Instructional supplies
have been reduced."
Mary Smith, president of Kentucky State University in Frankfort, said a tuition increase would
help, "though it would not
remedy the problems we have
with our budgets." "An increase
would hurt some students in the
state who are struggling to find
money to go to school. However,
we have to find a way in which
to generate the money for our
budget so that we can function."

Controversies in Jones' first
year in office include his raising
money to pay off his $1.76 million debt from his 1987 campaign, naming his chief fundraiser, Jack Hall to be a special
adviser, and first approving a 5
percent pay increase for state
officials then quashing that after
other state workers complained.
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Child protection services will be an important component of the
Community Resource Fair being held at East Elementary School on
Saturday, Nov. 14, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Fingerprinting and videotaping of children will be available
through the cooperative efforts of County Auorney David Harrington, the Murray Police Department, the Calloway County Sheriffs
Office, Murray Cablevision, C.H.A.M.P., and several volunteers.
There will be no charge for the service and parents are urged to
take advantage of the opportunity. Video tapes and fingerprints are
invaluable in tracing missing children.
Saturday, Nov. 14, is National Make A Difference Day. The
Advisory Council of the Family Resource Center invites all families of children in the Calloway County Elementary Schools to be
part of the Community Resource Fair being held in conjunction
with the national observance. Other features of the Fair will include
a clothing exchange for elementary children, free medical screenings, and the opportunity to learn about the many resources available in our community.
Those in attendance at the Fair as well as other members of the
community can be a part of National Make A Difference Day by
contributing children's clothing and coats of all sizes to the clothing exchange, by collecting old eyeglasses, or contributing food
to Need Line.
Through the efforts of American Humanics at Murray State University, the Jaycees and Boone Cleaners, coats are being collected
in bins at Wal-Mart, KMart, and several sites at Murray State,
including the Curris Center, Sparks Hall, the MSU Library and
Room 108 at Carr Health.
Clean, wearable children's clothing may be taken to the Carolyn's Corner building at the corner of Olive and 12th Streets during
the hours of 9:30-11:30 a.m. and 3:30-5:30 p.m., Nov. 9-13, or to
the elementary schools during school hours.
This drive is being coordinated by the three PTOs of the Calloway County Elementary Schools with the support of Corn-Austin.
Eyeglasses collected may be taken to the aforementioned collection
sites and will be distributed by the Lions Club.
For more information about the Community Resource Fair,
phone the Family Resource Center at 753-3070.

•Poll shows mixed...

information about the Republic way of banking call 759-1630,

9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday - Friday, until noon on

Child protection services offered
during Community Resource Fair

Sally Hopkins,Chief Operating Officer
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Larger burley crop in state may hold prices down
in the United States is declining
and U.S. cigarette companies are
continuing to buy more foreigngrown burley. Burley imports for
the 1991-92 marketing year were
a record 204 million pounds,
Snell said.
Tuesday is the first day burley
growers can officially have their
crop weighed at the warehouse.
Burley sales begin Nov. 23.
"The warehouses will be in
full swing from now until every-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
This year's burley crop, which
will start showing up at warehouses this week, could be the
largest in 10 years, but that may
hold prices down, economists
say.
They say supply will likely
exceed demand, making it a buyer's market.
Will Snell, an agricultural economist at the University of Kentucky, said cigarette consumption

thing is sold," said Ben Crain,
vice chairman of the Burley Auction Warehouse Association.
"The growers have been stripping and grading their crop and
they're ready for the sales to
start."
'This year's burley crop could
be the largest in 10 years and the
third largest on record. The
state's 60,000 burley growers are
estimated to have harvested about
500 million pounds. That's up 9

percent over last year's harvest of
458 million pounds.
Kentucky's farmers haven't
harvested this much burley since
1982, when they brought 551.3
million pounds to the warehouse
floor.
Indiana's burley growers are
estimated to have harvested 19.4
million pounds this year, compared with 18.9 million pounds
last year.
Total U.S. production is esti-

mated at 711 million pounds an 8 percent increase over last
year.
Last year's crop sold for an
average of $1.79 a pound. At that
price this year's burley crop in
Kentucky would be worth $895
million and Indiana's crop would
be worth nearly $35 million.
Here is this year's burley sale
schedule:
The sales begin Nov. 23. The
sales will be held Monday

through Thursday each week.
There will be no sales on Fridays.
The last day of sales before
Thanksgiving will be Nov. 25.
Sales resume Nov. 30 and will
continue through Dec. 17, the last
day of sales before the Christmas
break. Sales resume Jan. 4.
There will be no sales on Jan.
18 in observance of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.'s birthday. Sales
resume Jan. 19 and will continue
until the 1992-93 crop is sold.

News of the World
DOLE

CALLS

SPECIAL PROBE

FOR

WASHINGTON — Sen. Bob Dole is calling for a Justice Department probe
of the Iran-Contra prosecutor's office for bringing a pre-election indictment
that he said "broke" President Bush's bid for a second term. Prosecutors
apparently gave the Clinton campaign advance notice about the Oct. 30
indictment of Caspar Weinberger, said Dole, R-Kan., who wants Bush to
consider pardons for the former defense secretary and others in the scandal. "If you're going to do one, you do them all," the Senate minority leader
said Sunday on CBS' "Face the Nation" program. But George Mitchell, the
Senate majority leader, said pardons would be "an abuse of power" and
would make it appear that Bush was trying to prevent any further inquiry into
his own role in Iran-Contra arms-for-hostages case.
JUDGE

ACCUSED

OF

O Radio/hack
'
NO PAYMENTS

BLACKMAIL, THREATS

ALBANY, N.Y. — Governor, maybe even U.S. Supreme Court justice — not
much had seemed beyond the realm of possibilities for Sol Wachtler.
Instead, New York's chief judge was in a psychiatric ward today, accused of
blackmailing a woman who had broken off an affair with him. VVachtler, 62,
was arrested by FBI agents Saturday on charges that he harassed the
woman — a wealthy socialite and Republican fund-raiser — tried to extort
money from her and threatened to kidnap her 14-year-old daughter. "I
would be shocked if this turns out to be true. It's the most bizarre thing I
ever heard of in public life," said Albany Law School Professor Vincent Bonventre, a clerk for six years at New York's Court of Appeals.
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CHICAGO — It took John H. Johnson six years to get Procter & Gamble to
advertise in Ebony and 10 years to sell ad space to Detroit automakers. To
get into hotels to conduct business, Johnson would hire a light-skinned
black to register for a room, then Johnson and his salesmen would go up in
the freight elevator so people would think they were workmen. The company
that publishes Ebony and Jet — two of the nation's leading black magazines
— turns 50 this month. Last year, Johnson Publishing Co. had sales of $261
million. And along with the financial success, it has been credited with helping change the way blacks view themselves.
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...AND A FOUR-YEAR LEASE WITH AN OPTION

WASHINGTON — Yes, President-elect Clinton, we know space is tight at
the governor's mansion in Little Rock. You only have two bedrooms, so visitors stay in the guest house out back. Such arrangements won't be necessary in your new home, the White House. There are at least 10 bedrooms in
your private living quarters, according to the curator's office — more if you
decide you don't need all the third-floor sitting rooms. And while it may not
be on the grand scale of a European palace, the White House offers plenty
of space to spread out. For your relaxation, such as it is, there's a movie
theater that seats 46, a heated outdoor pool, a one-lane bowling alley, tennis courts, a putting green, a half-basketball court and a horseshoe pitch,
(George Bush put that in. It doesn't have to be permanent.) There's also the
staff, and what a staff: 96 full-time employees on hand to cater to your
needs. There are chefs, maids, doormen and housekeepers — even a staff
photographer who'll take pictures of you by the hundreds.
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JAIL

— A man who was hailed as a hero at 14 and showered with
$10,000 from well-wishers for saving a child from a would-be rapist has
wound up in jail in a shooting case. Collin Boatright'Vrnother said his youthful act of heroism was "the beginning of the end for him." "Big guys would
come up to him, ask him if he thought he was so tough, maybe he could
take them on. The others fought him for his money," Sue Willis said in Sunday's The Detroit News. In 1985, Boatwright heard screams coming from a
vacant home and found a man twice his size and an 11 -year-old girl. Boatright drove off the man with a stick. President Reagan flew him to Washington for a visit. And the cash came in. Boatwright bought his mother two cars
and squirreled away $3,000 for college. But he dropped out of middle school
and went on to a succession of menial jobs. Last week, Boatright, now 21,
he turned himself to police in Akron, Ohio, to face assault charges from a
shooting in August. "He almost seemed relieved," Lt. George Reuscher
said. "Like he was glad it was all ova?. You know what's funny? He never
mentioned what he did when he was a kid."
DETROIT

ARREST MADE IN ABDUCTION-MURDER CASE

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. — An ex-convict was arrested in the stabbing
death of a young woman abducted while running some errands. Scott Johnson, 23, of Piscataway. was charged with kiciMapping and murdering
35-year-Old Gail Shollar, whose nude body was found in a watery ditch at a
lumber yard Saturday. The Piscataway woman had vanished four days earlier, Prosecutor Robert Gluck said Johnson was arrested after police found
his fingerprints in Shollar's abandoned van. Police believe she was
abducted while out shopping. Her 3-year-old daughter was found unharmed
outside a day-care center the next morning. The child told police that a man
had entered the van while it was stopped at a light. Gluck would not give a
motive for the slaying or say whether Shollar was sexually assaulted.
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CHANHASSEN, Minn. — If anyone can talk authoritatively about the ups
and downs of marriage, it's David Anders and Susan Goe_ppinger. They've
been married for about 370,000 years. On stage, that is. The husband-wife
team has appeared almost nightly for 22 years in a dinner-theater production of the romantic musical "I Do! I Do!" It's believed to be the longest run
in the United States of any play with its original cast, according to Pamela
Jordan, librarian at the Yale School of Drama. But the musical, which
depicts 50 years of a marriage, will have its final curtain call in June. By
then, Goeppinger and Anders, as Agnes and Michael, will have sung their
wedding vows, flirted with divorce and lived together to a ripe old age more
than 7,600 times. Over the years, more than 650,000 people have seen the
production at Chanhassen Dinner Theatres in this -Twin Cities suburb.
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EMERGENCY

BOGOTA, Colombia — Beset by the violence of drug traffickers and shaken
by renewed, vigorous attacks from leftist guerrillas, the government has
resorted once again to a state of emergency. But there's little reason to
believe the tactic will be any more successful now than in the past. Cesar
Gaviria, president since August 1990, declared a national state of emergency Sunday after leftist rebels detonated bombs and staged a series of
weekend attacks that killed at least 30 people and injured about 70. Under
the emergency, which will last 90 days, the president will be able to take
action against the rebels without consulting Congress or the courts.
GOLDEN
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POLAND

NOWA HUTA, Poland — On streets where Solidarity demonstrators once
reigned, a new underground movement is on the prowl — ugly, angry and
terrifying. On Oct. 1, police say, eight skinheads descended on a German
truck driver outside a Nowa Huta restaurant and beat him to death. Now
there is real fear among the community's 220,000 residents, and worry
about how to combat the violence. "Solidarity" has replaced "Lenin" as the
name of the main street in this gritty smokestack district. But little has
improved for youths since the country cast off Communist rule in 1989.
COLOMBIA IN

TIL FEBRUARY

ANARCHISTS

BERLIN — Germany had little stomach for celebrating today's third anniversary of the Berlin Wall's fall after a huge rally against ri_ght-wing violence
and intolerance was -spoiled by egg-hurling anarchists. Today is also the
anniversary of Kristallnacht, or the night of breaking glass in 19S when
Nazi brownshirts rampaged across Germany, destroying Jewish busi esses
and beating up Jews. The Frankfurter Rundschau called Sunday's spoiled
rally in Berlin, which was attended by 350,000 people, a "catastrophe" with
"disgusting, undignified scenes. "This country currently seems to be more
threatened by itself than we perceive," the newspaper observed.
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Washington Today

Partyfaithful mayfind
'plumjobs' hard to land
By JIM ABRAMS
Associatad Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — The promised land of government jobs is finally in sight for Democrats who have spent 12 years in the political
Diaspora of think tanks, lobbying firms and college classrooms.
But while President-elect Clinton is heading for the White House,
many of the party faithful may find the prospect of snaring a plum job
illusory.
"They already could fill the (Washington) Mall with everyone who
claims to know Bill Clinton," said Mike McCurry, a Democratic
strategist and former Democratic Natant Committee spokesman.
"There's a'big pent-up demand that-far outweighs the supply," said
Bob Becket, a political analyst who worked in the Carter administration and was Walter Mondale's campaign manager in 1984.
"There's a fascination with wondering what it's like, particularly in
the White House," Beckek•said. "The sad part is that there are very
few jobs.,"
Leslie Dach, a Democratic strategist, said he was one of the many
who was "having that conversation with myself" about seeking a
political appointment.
Dach, 38, said he "may be emblematic of people who worked
hard" in three losing presidential campaigns and now finally have a
chance to wield real power. "There are lots of Democrats who feel
they've been in exile. There are older Democrats who know this is
their last chance and younger Democrats who think this could be their
future."
Besides the think tank analysts and academics, there are congressional aides, campaign workers, special interest advocates, party loyalists, minorities, business contributors and old friends who are sending in resumes, picking up phones and knocking on doors.
"You just have to look at all the opportunities out there," said
James Schufreider, a legislative assistant for Sen. Alan Dixon, the Illinois Democrat who lost a primary battle to Senator-elect Carol Moseley Braun.
Schufreider said he would like to stay in Washington but was
unsure of how tough the competition for jobs would be.
James Pfiffner, a George Mason University professor of government who has studied the presidential transition process, said that by
May 1981, the new Reagan administration had 45,000 applications
from job hopefuls. "Every new administration is inundated by people
who want to get on the bandwagon," he said.
He said presidential appointments will cover some 350 U.S. attorneys, marshals and ambassadors, plus another 660 jobs that need
Senate approval. The president can also name about 1,500 to positions
not needing Senate approval, and government agencies will fill
another 2,500 political posts.
Youth should be an advantage in the jobs race, said Frank Mankiewicz, who was press secretary to- the late Robert Kennedy -and
political director for the George McGovern campaign in 1972. "There
are new problems, and there ought to be new people," he said.
Mankiewicz, now a top executive with the public relations firm Hill
and Knowlton, said he expected Clinton to follow the example of John
F. Kennedy, who in 1961 brought a new generation to power rather
than draw on those who had served in the Truman administration eight
years earlier.
Many in the Carter administration have done well outside government and "don't want to be recycled" said Mankiewicz, who at 68
says he is among those not thinking about returning to government but
"have an interest in helping the administration any way I can."
Clinton will surely rely on such Washington insiders familiar with
the machinations of national politics. But he also won the White
House after years of building ties with mayors, governors and others
from outside the capital, and non-Washingtonians are expected to
command a fair share of the political prize.
Clinton waged a very inclusive campaign that brought in people
from all over the country, Dach said, and now he must balance his
appointments between outsiders who toiled in his behalf and people in
Washington who know how to get things done. "There's a lot of
talented people who will be disappointed," Dach said.

World Editorial Roundup
Nov. 4; Philadelphia Daily News on President-elect Clinton:
Bill Clinton is remarkably quick and bright, totally and thoroughly
prepared on virtually any subject. He can reach out to people in the
way only the most gifted politicians can.
He knows the issues facing us involve complex, convoluted, difficult problems like moving from a war-based economy to one that
makes useful things; fixing a bad (but expensive) health system, and
changing the way we think about ourselves. More important, he has
the character, determination and flexibility to accomplish what he
wants. ...
Clinton spoke of a re-United States of America before a cheering,
flag-waving crowd in Little Rock. He spoke of decency and neighborliness in the greatest sense, of the basic reason for our being a people
in the first place.
If we can't work together to help all of us to prosper financially and
spiritually, what are we talking about when we talk of America?
Franklin D. Roosevelt was a sitting governor who was belittled by
his opponents, scorned as an outsider. Clinton's vision rivals FDR's.
Now we get the treat of seeing if his performance does too.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must he signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Leuers Should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent vniters.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Madonna ofthe midway
Thursday afternoon in
Washington I stopped by a bookstore on K Street and bought a
copy of "Sex," by a woman
named Madonna Louise Veronica
Ciccone. Friday morning I
attended-'a board meeting of the
Thomas 'Jefferson Center for the
Protection of Free Expression.
It was a nice juxtaposition. The
Jefferson Center's mission is to
protect every kind of free
expression short of certifiable
obscenity, and Madonna's book
is about as free a form of
expression as you can get. You
can get it, you sucker, for $49.95.
It comes in a plain aluminum
rput this literary
work on my expense account? It
seemed the ethical thing to do.
Before denouncing a book, a
reviewer ought to read at least
.some of it. I looked at the dirty
pictures, and I read most of the
raunchy text, and I am now ready
to denounce:
This is a rotten book. It really
is. As a work of photographic'art,
forget it—Most of the prints, are
grainy; some are out of focus;
with one or two exceptions, none
of the photographs shows much
effort at composition or tonal
quality. Roughly 200 of the pictures are mere contact prints off a
strip of snapshot negatives.
The prose passages are equally
forgettable. Madonna cast her

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
fantasies in the cracked mold of
the Penthouse Forum. This"\ is
hard-core pornography, but in my
limited observation the hack writers of Penthouse do it better. The
textual matter is printed in such
wretched typography that Madonna's grunts and heaves can barely
be deciphered with the naked eye,
which is probably the best eye
with which to discern them.
If the photographs are so-so
and the text ho-hum, why did the
publisher order a press run of
750,000? Go to a state fair, if you
will, and you will find an answer
on the midway. Madonna is a
freak, a geelc, a fit companion for
the world's fattest woman, the
Hottentot warrior, and the only
two-headed calf ever- born in
Rockingham County.
Come one, come all! The next
show starts in 10 minutes. Buyers
will be drawn by Madonna's tent
by curiosity, by showmanship,
and by a barker's skill. Let this
be said for the author, producer
and star: She puts on the greatest
con artist act since Charles Ponzi

fleeced a thousand rustics 50
years ago.
Madonna is nothing much to
look at. In several of the photos
in "Sex," she exposes the hard,
hard face of a middle-aged
whore. But Madonna is —
Madonna. Mrs. Ciccone's little
girl could not act her way out of
a dinner theatre in Petaluma, but
no one in showbiz has a keener
talent for hype. As an entrepreneur, as an exemplar of capitalism in the raw, she merits
applause. Her bosom is unexceptional, but her bottom line is
great.
Time to be serious. This is a
rotten book — rotten in ways that
the literati will never understand.
In- its oign infinttesima14-rwa
"Sex" adds to the pollution of our
rivers and the smog of our cities.
The sexual conduct depicted in
Madonna's fantasies, suggesting
lesbianism, sodomy and bestiality, is out of bounds. To the extent
that her adoring "wannabes"
regard their Madonna as a role
model, she is corrupting them.

This is not liberating. This is •
wicked.
f 'cannot speak for my colleagues on the board of the Thomas Jefferson Center, but I
believe all of us would defend the
right of the publisher to sell
Madonna's book. It is not being
forced upon anyone. By contemporary community standards, it is
no more offensive than a thousand other specimens of hardcore pornography. Madonna's
ideas may be bizarre — they are
bizarre — but they must not be
suppressed by the fetters of law.
The ideals of a free society
demand that Madonna's book be
tolerated. This does not mean that
her ideas should be condoned.
Not at all. The publicity surrounding publication of this thoroughly worthless book may even
serve a useful public purpose. It
may prompt the exponents of our
better natures to rally once more
to the old virtues — to the values
of chastity, self-esteem, and the
kind of love that binds man to
weigia-n beyond_the borders of
carnality.
Madonna's evil temptations
have everything to do with sex,
and nothing at all to do with love.
She posed for 317 photographs of
presumed gratification. This is
the sad fact: By my count, she
appeared to be smiling in only
12.

MiANWNILE,BACK IN NE REST OF THE WORLD...

Jones giving up executive authority
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Brereton Jones has presided over,
participated in and even promoted a steady diminution of
executive authority since taking
office less than a year ago.
Whether that's good,.. bad or
indifferent is open to debate. But
it is certainly creating a new relationship between the executive
branch and the General Assembly
in Kentucky.
The record is replete with
examples:
'Jones embraced the idea of letting a board select the person to
lead the state's Economic Development Cabinet instead of the
governor. He said it would provide the continuity the state
lacked in its efforts to attract and
keep jobs.
*Jones promoted a bill to have
university governing board members nominated by an independent panel. He said it would
remove politics from higher
education.
*Jones acquiesced to the addition
of a broad mandate for legislative
confirmation of gubernatorial
appointments in the constitutional
amendment to allow succession.
*Less direct, but nonetheless significant, Jones virtually gave up
on trying to directly influence
legislation, even his own with
one huge exception. Instead, he
relied on Democratic legislative
leaders to carry the ball on legislation. The result was a vacuum

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
of leadership from the governor's
office that was filled naturally by
the legislature itself.
There are extenuating circumstances surrounding each of these
items, but together they make up
a pattern of ceding the legal,
moral and leadership authority of
the governorship to others.
It has long been argued that
Kentucky's governor enjoys neardictatorial authority. But that may
be based more on historical practice than legal reality.
Certainly, the legislature is
confined to meeting for only 60
days every two years. But a governor's veto can be overridden by
simple majority votes in both
chambers and the legislature's
schedule allows lawmakers to
return to session to consider vetoed bills.
And, yes, a governor can summon legislators to a special session at will to consider only those
topics he or she designates. But
legislators can also end such a
session whenever they choose.
Lawmakers often argue that
they cannot really stand up to a

governor, but that is due more to
a lack of political backbone, not
some constitutional imperative.
Lawmakers didn't buck the governor because they wouldn't, not
because they couldn't.
It should be pointed out that
Jonek himself will not have to
suffer the consequences of most
of his actions on this front.
By manipulating the system he
promoted, Jones stacked university boards with his own selections
and will have the pre-eminent
role in the selection of an economic development czar because
he appointed the members of the
board.
On the other hand, Jones took
himself out of the succession
debate.
It is the last item that could be
the most perplexing.
It could be argued that allowing the legislature to insert confirmation into the succession
amendment was a trade off to get
succession, which will arguably
strengthen the position of
governor.
But at what cost?

The track record of the General
Assembly in the few confirmation proceedings it has had
demonstrates the kind of personality politics and pettiness that
are the dark underside of the
legislature. Three specific examples of people being turned down
for positions ranging from workers' compensation administrative
law judge to the state school
board can be attributed to opposition from individual senators
based largely on personal or
political objections.
The problem is there is virtually no individual accountability in
the legislature and very little
institutional accountability. Decisions of real importance are made
in secret Democratic Party caucuses in the House and Senate.
With a governor, at least, the
decisions may not be tracked, but
they can certainly be assigned.
Jones, of course, is not the
only governor to participate in
the trend. It started with John Y.
Brown, who allowed the legislature as an institution to grow
almost by default. Martha Layne
Collins was forced by circumstance into allying with the legislature. Wallace Wilkinson
believed the pendulum had swung
too far and sought to retain
gubernatorial prerogatives.
Jones has all but abandoned
the defense, and future governors
will have to face the
consequences.
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Retirees to return to MSU for Elderhostel program
A group of 38 retired Americans will return to college this
week as Murray State University
hosts the sixth and final Elderhostel program of the year.
Murray State's Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach works with the Bostonbased international Elderhostel
program to provide college level
classes for older adults. According
to Karen Guthrie, community education and Elderhostel coordinator
at MSU,a network of 1,800 institutions in every American state and
Canadian province, as well as 45
other countries, enrolled 250,000
people in programs during 1991.
Adults from Florida, Kansas,Illinois, Indiana, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Maine, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Tennesse and Wisconsin are registered for MSU's final
Elderhostel program of the year at
Kenlake State Resort Park Nov. 813.
The Oct. 11-16 Elderhostel program attracted 45 retired adults from
California, Illinois, Iowa, Maine,
Michigan, Missouri, Nevada, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.
Participants are enrolled in 21
hours of academic instruction,
which are evenly distributed among
three classes taught by various Murray State faculty members and community members. The October session inchidecA-eonzseson Walt Whit-

man taught by Dr. Jerry Herndon, Also, eight participants took part in
professor of English;. crime and a debate concerning the issues of the
punishment in America by Dr. Con- presidential campaign.
"The people who attend this
cetta Culliver,assistant professor of
criminal justice; and genealogy by program - even though they are
Dorothy Bryns, a scholar on the -older adults-seem to have limitsubject and an active member of the less energy and are so full of
wisdom and humor ... I am excommunity.
In addition to attending classes, hausted after a week with these
MSU Elderhostelers traveled to energetic and exciting people," she
antique stores in Hazel and were said.
During the Nov. 8-13 program,
free to tour the university campus.

adults will tour Wickliffe Mounds,
and take courses in the American
rural tradition taught by Dr. Charles
Daughaday, professor of English;
archaeology taught by Dr. Kit Wester, director of Wickliffe Mounds
Research Center, and the Civil War
taught by Dr. Roy Hatton,professor
,pf history.
Elderhostelers take home positive opinions of Murray State and
the community,Guthrie said."Mur-

Kenlake State Park November
through March,and at Shoney's Inn
April through October.
Murray State plans to offer 10 to
15 programs next year. Reservations are now being accepted for the
first program beginning Jan. 24,
1993. To make reservations call
Guthrie at Murray State's Center for
Continuing
Education
and
Academic Outreach at (502) 7622187 or 1-800-669-7654.
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Kids 1 and older
must have Social
Security number
OUTERWEAR FOR
THE FAMILY
Sale $99 Reg. $149. Parkskin bomber
5th
'mkpeotcefsoacupyieozugh
Dec
Sale 99.99 Reg. 129.99. St. John's Bay",
leather jacket for men.

Here's an important reminder for
parents who do not yet have Social
Security numbers (SSNs) for their
children: this year, when you file
your 1992 federal income tax return, you must have a number
assigned to each child age 1 or over
in order to claim him or her as a
dependent. Previously, federal law
required a Social Security number
for any dependent age 2 or older.
Parents will be pleased to know
how convenient it is to get a Social
Security number for their children.
Simply call the toll-free number, 1800-772-1213,any weekday from 7
a.m. to 7 p.m. The Social Security
Administration will send you an
application form and instructions.
You can mail the completed form
and required documents to Social
Security in the pre-addressed envelope that is provided with the application. The documents will be returned promptly, and a Social Security card usually will be issued
within two weeks.
The application and card are
provided free of charge by Social
Security, and they also provide free
help in completing the form for
those who need it.
The Social Security Administration urges all parents to get SSNs for
their children early so they will have
them when they are ready to file
their 1992 tax returns. For an application, contact either the Social
Security office located at 546 Lone
Oak Road, telephone 443-7506 or
the Mayfield Social Security office
located at 904 Paducah Road, telephone 247-8095. You may also
contact the toll-free number listed
above.

WORTHINGTON

BLOUSES,

SWEATERS, SKIRTS, RANTS

AND JACKETS FOR MISSES
Sale $24 Reg. $32. Stirrup pants.

Sale prices effective through Dec. 5th.
• Take act extra 10% off the Sale once of any outerwear for men
a gently used Acker or coat
women or tuds when you 1,aae

SAVE ON ALL

SAVE ON

HAGGAR* SUITED
SEPARATES, SPORTCOATS,
DRESS TROUSERS,'DRESS &
CASUAL SLACKS
Now 139.99. Haggar" double
breasted jacket and trousers.

ENTIRE LINE OF DRAPERIES.
PRISCILLAS, PANELS, TOPS
AND TIERS
Sale 29.99 Reg. $42. Supreme'
50x84.
Sale lances effective through Dec 5th

SAVE ON ALL

SAVE ON ALL

20% OFF ALL

SALE 5.99

LAVON & CASUAL ISLE.
ACTIVEWEAR SETS FOR
MISSES

SWEATERS FOR
YOUNG MEN
Sale 21.99 Reg. $32 Weekends •
v-neck sweater.

SESAME STREET - APPAREL
& ACCESSORIES, NEWBORN
APPAREL, OSHKOSH B'GOSH
APPAREL. BEDDING
COORDINATES, SOCKS,
UNDERWEAR AND SLEEPWEAR

JCPENNEY BATH
TOWEL
Reg. $8. Other sizes .
also on sale

Sale 54.99 Reg. $78

Sale prices effective through Dec 5th

Sale prices effective through Nov 11th

Casual Isle" set.
Photograph is for illustration purposes only.

FOR WOMEN
ALL ANGORA SWEATERS
FOR MISSES AND PETITES
Sale 26.99 Reg. $36 Long sleeved
pearl neck pullover.

FOR WOMEN

20% to
25% OFF
ALL WOMEN'S BOOTS
AND BOOTIES
Sale 37.99 Reg. $48 Mixed Blues'
tapestry bootie.
Sale prices effective through Nov 11th

25% OFF

Murray State
department to
host seminar

25% OFF

• DIVERSITY " AND DIVERSITY
SPORT" BLOUSES,
ALL JUNIOR NOVELTY
SWEATERS, SKIRTS &
AND ALL
FLEECE
•
PANTS FOR PETITES.
LEGGINGS
AND
Long
sleeved
$58
Sale 43.50 Reg.
STIRRUPS
shawl collar jacket.
Sale places effective through Nov 11th

The Department of Occupational
Safety and Health at Murray State
University will sponsor a seminar
on the Process Safety Management
Standard (OSHA 1010.119) on
Thursday, Nov. 12.
Ron Probasco, safety consultant
for E.I. Dupont in Memphis,Tenn.,
will speak on the standard's history,
compliance requirements, awareness-building workshops and training.
Susan Wilson, a graduate assistant in the occupational safety and
health department at Murray State,
said because the federal standard
has been in effect only since May
1992, many people are not aware of
IL The seminar is designed to inform
those who work near hazardous
chemicals of the training and safety
requirements of the standard, she
said.
The seminar will be held from I
to 4 p.m. on Nov. 12 in the
Occupational Safety and Health
Training Center at the Collins Center for Industry and Technology at
Murray State. For more information, call the MSU Department of
Occupational Safety and Health at
(502) 762-2488.

ray State is a beautiful campus and
most people are very impressed
With the grounds and the courteous
students," she said.
Murray State's programs usually
cost $295 per person, which includes meals, lodging and all acrtiVities throughout the week, she said.
The October Elderhostel program was the fifth of six offered this
year at Murray State University.
Murray State houses participants at

25% OFF
LIZ BAKER" AND LIZ BAKER
SPORT' BLOUSES,
SWEATERS, SKIRTS &
PANTS FOR WOMEN

25% OFF
• ADONNA BRAS & BRIEFS
Sale 7.12 Reg. 9.50 Lace underwire.
Sale prices effective through Nov 11th

• ALL LEISUREWEAR
Sale prices effective through Nov 11th

SAVE ON
MISSES' HUNT CLUB'
FLEECE SEPARATES
2 FOR $30 If purchased separately,
$19 ea Hunt club* fleece crew or
pants

50% OFF
SELECTED 14K CHAINS
AND BRACELETS
Sale 49.99 Reg. 99.99 7" Triple braid
Sale prices effective through Nov 28th

SAVE ON

SAVE ON

ALL REEBOK' FOOTWEAR
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND
CHILDREN
Sale 59.99 Reg. $75.
Reebok Boulevard for men
Sale 24.99 Reg. $32.
Reebok Desire for children
Sale 29.99 Reg. $45.
Women sReebok' Fantasy.

• JEANS FROM LEVI'S",
LEE' AND ' THE ORIGINAL
ARIZONA JEAN CO.'
Now 29.99 Levi s 550
stonewashed jeans

Tria

,rgri

• 1992 JCPenney Company. Inc.
Regular prices appearing in this ad are offering prices only
Sales may or may not have been made al regular prices
Salo prices elective through hlOyerratter 14In unless otherense noted
Percentages otillepresent sesanqS on regular pores or origthat Prices Intermediate markdcrens may Save be...
taken on ongonal places fieduchOnS on orrynet priced Merchant:lose eltractive taste stock is aerwesed All sees
exclude JCPenney Smart Values Sesame Street and the Sesame Street sign are trademarks and serancerharts
the Choldren a Velev,s.n Work**
,

FOR CHILDREN

SAVE ON
ALL USA OLYMPIC BRAND
APPAREL
Sale 44.99 Reg. 49.99 Nylon warm ups
for women.
Sale 11.99 Reg. 14.99 Fleece crewneck
or pants for men.
•
Sale prices effective through Nov '1th
USC 380

20% OFF
RUSSELL FLEECE AND
JERSEY SEPARATES
Sale poops effective through Nov 11th

20%0FF
NFL AND NBA APPAREL
FOR ADULTS AND KIDS
• ''

20% OFF
CASUAL SHOES
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
• Saie prices effective through Nov 11th

SAVE ON
• ALL LEE - JEANS FOR
GIRLS
Sale 18.99 Reg. $25
Regular fit jeans
S&P

prices effective through Nov1,th

• ALL LEVI'S JEANS
FOR BOYS
Now 27.99 Lev s sport jeans

20% OFF
ALL INFANT AND TODDLER
DRESSES $13 AND OVER

Unlbed Way

Jalenrare

ST. JOHN'S BAY
OUTERWEAR
Sale 39.99 Reg. $60
Polar fleece jacket.

Sale c•ice,effective through No,

Sale o•K e,„

JCPenney associates
are proud supporters of
The United Way.

FOR MEN

FOR SPORTS

JCPenne
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161
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MURRAY TODAY
Anniversary reception planned here on Sunday

DATEBOOK
41111 Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A Hearing Screening at all Murray City Schools will be Tuesday
and Wednesday, Nov. 10 and 11. School officials will conduct the
screening, but Martin Amundson from the Commissioner for Handicapped Children will be present to rescreen and make any referrals
from the screening here, according to Donna Aleynder, speech language pathologist for the Murray City Schools.

Resource Fair will be Saturday
The Community Resource Fair for students and families in the three Calloway County Elementary Schools will be Saturday, Nov. 14, from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at East Elementary. This event, scheduled for National Make A Difference Day, will feature free health screenings, a clothing exchange, child
protection services, and information about the wide range of life enhancing
opportunities in this community, as well as fun activities and door prizes.
Persons may call the Community Resource Center at 753-3070 for additional information.

Blood River Church plans services
Blood River Baptist Church will begin revival services tonight (Monday)
through Thursday, Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor of Dexter Baptist Church, will be the evangelist. Gunter Nance will direct the music
with special music to be presented nightly. The public is invited to attend,
according to the Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor.

Social Security representative here
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be at the
Calloway County Public Libraly, Mui:raiy, on Tuesdays, Nov.
_ 10 and.24, from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Koenen in 1942

Mr. and Mrs.-Howard Koenen in 1992

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Koenen of Murray will be honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 15.
The event„ will be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
The event will be hosted by their daughters, Mrs. Cindy Meador and husband, Dan, of Almo., formerly of Minnesota, and Mrs. Kathy
mathenv and husband, Roger, of Madisonville. Their two granddaughters are Kate Matheny and Alissa Matheny of Madisonville.
Mr. and Mrs. Koenen were married Nov. 14, 1942, in Murray.
Mrs. Koenen, the former Urbena Starks, is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Urban Starks of South 12th Street, Murray.
Mr. Koenen is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hans Koenen of Greenwich, Conn.

Special party held recently at Erwin home
By JO ERWIN
Murray Ledger & Times Guest Writer

Halloween is a fun time for
Buren and Jo Erwin because they
'enjoy having their family and
friends over on Halloween night.
They started havitig these parties when their grandchildren

1, •
•
rI

Kristin Hohman
bride-elect of
Kenneth Hansen
has mode her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

illimports
ssoc a 1, Store

1205B Chestnut.* 753-1851

MN NMI

=MI MEI

were small and it was unsafe for
them to go trick or treating any
more. They started by having just
their children and grandchildren
over for homemade treats.
Each year they would invite a
friend over until it has,become a
'tradition each year to have a Halloween party with ghosts, witches, black cats and pranks.
Their table is filled with homemade goodies for the children
and grownups to enjoy.
Mr. Erwin enjoys sitting by the
big camp fire and talking to his
friends and roasting hot dogs.
Those attending this year were
the following:
Lynn and Rick Rowland and
Courtney, Krista and Kenneth
Duncan, Kelita and Jonathan
Vance, Michel Phillips, Hibernia
Murrel, Dortha Taylor, Suzette
Sharp, Debora Paschall, Lindsey,
Tabathia and Justin Paschall,
Aleta Adams, Mark Adams,
Wade, Clint and Jared Adams,
and Justin Crouch.
The party ended with a hay
ride down a dark foggy and very
scary field with only the smell of
MOM

-----1

9

Gene & Frances $I
Spillman
Lost Over 100 Pounds
You can be successful too!

Registration Fee Only 9*
(Save $148)

Use Our Food - Or Use Your Own
*Meals, Delta, Maintenance Additional
Must Present Coupon - Expires 11-13-92

the hay and the sound of the tractor that was pulling the wagon
along the dark fields in back of
the Erwins' farm.
The children saw something
growing in the weeds. The tractor
stopped and all got out to see
what it was. Mr. Erwin told them
they were glow worms, so they
picked some up to take a closer
look at them. A few got thrown
in the hay to light up the way
back home.
Every one was tired and sleepy
after the hay ride, but a few

Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Nov. 6, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Tommy D Parker, Rt. 4, Box 825,
Murray; Mrs. Shelia Melvin, Rt. 7, Box
845, Murray;
Mrs. Rhonda Underwood, Rt. 1, Box
33. Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Marianna
Turpin, Rt. 6. Box 351, Murray;
Mrs. Leilani Lee, Rt. 7, Box 538,
Murray; Miss Angela R. Helm, Rt. 1,
Box 476, Murray;
Miss Tracy Lynn Compton, 102
North 15th St., Apt. 5, Murray; Adair
Chance, Rt. 3, Box 293, Mayfield;
William R. Harper, 44 Harper Rd.,
Cadiz; Terry L. Haddock, 1800-A Ridgwood Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Fanny Mae Nichols, 906
Broad, Apt. G4, Murray; Mrs. Bessie L.
Futrell, 2155 South Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. Hallie Moore, West View Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Burie M. Coleman, Rt. 2, Box 13, Murray,
Mrs. Era Buchanan, At 1, Box 162,
Hazel. Mrs. Nadeen J. Schroader, Rt.
1, Box 690, Dexter;
William H. Dabbs, P.O. Box 208,
New Concord; Mrs. Virginia Burgess,
815 Macedonia- Rd., Mayfield;
Mrs. Jessica Pierce and baby boy,
Rt 3, Box 219, Calvert City; Lee Henderson, Rt. 1, Box 10, Benton;
Mrs. Tina R. Paschall and baby girl,
Rt. 2, Box 275A, Puryear, Tenn.

Al GLITTERS
(Conenercial & Residential)

[Si

301 N. 12th St. • University Square
753-9932
on. ma Imo
nimi
Imo
mom Ism onal

THE

Si

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020
1111.L

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Some of the children just
before leaving asked, "Are you
going to have another party next
Halloween? I hope."
Absolutely was the answer. As
long as we have children like you
who enjoys getting together with
us, we will continue to have them
each year. We said goodnight to
all, have a safe trip home, and we
will see you next year.

Hospital gives reports

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
WELLNESS & WEIGHT MANAGEMENT

adults still wanted to roast
another hot dog over the hot
coals of the camp fire.

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

" ION
.Jan,

Expiration
Mrs. Myrtle Mae Vandyke, 913 Story
Ave Murray.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Nov. 7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Montgomery baby boy, parents,
Sandra and Darwin, Rt. 2, Box 173A,
Calvert City.
Dismissals
Miss Cheryl A. Robertson, 804
North 18th St., Murray; Edward Dewey
Thompson, Rt. 3, Box 342C, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Dell Morris, Rt. 3, Box
217-2, Murtray; Mrs. Cloteal Paschall,
100 North. Sixth St., Murray;
Mrs. Charlotte Ann Swift and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Box 159, Benton.
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Nov. 8, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Cecil Conrad Depriest, 607 Elm St.,
Murray; Mrs. Autumn Birdsong, Rt. 3,
Box 206, Benton;
Miss Aran Victoria Rushing, Rt. 1,
Box 360-A. Henry, Tenn ; Miss Constance L. Carter, 1621 Locust, Murray;
Mrs. Joan Dian Boyd, Rt. 2, Box
315, Murray; Mrs Nora A. Wilson and
baby girl, Rt. 4, Box 512, Benton.

Birdsong
is named
MADISONVILLE - Kentucky Tech - Madisonville Health
Technology Center announces the
academic honor roll for the first
quarter of 1992-93 school year.
The following post-secondary
student from Calloway County
achieved a grade point average of
3.50 or greater: Christopher Birdsong, Parademical Technology.

"
REUSE
E

MHS Senior pla-y scheduled
'Our Miss Brooks' will be the play to be presented by the Senior Class of
Murray High School on Tuesday and Thursday, Nov. 10 and 12. The presentations will be in Room 203 at Murray High School. The cost will be $2
per person. The public is urged to attend.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10, at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Opal
Howard will lead a discussion on 'Coping With the Holidays." The THEOS
name, a registered trademark, stands for 'They Help Each Other Spiritually.' This is a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spirutual program for the widowed in the United
States and Canada since 1962. For information call Dr. David Roos,
753-3824, Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Opal Howard, 753-1998, Reita Moody,
753+0172, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Missionary will speak Monday
Debbie Buechner, missionary to Ivory Coast, Africa, will be guest speaker
tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible Study.
This will be in the Seniors Citizens Room on the lower level of Weaks Community Center. Persons may use the rear entrance. Refreshments will be
served and the public is invited to attend.

German Shepherd Dog Club will meet
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. at Hong Kong Restaurant, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray. The
group will be finalizing plans for the 'Fun Match," the first in Murray for German Shepherd Breed/All-Breed Obedience Match. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Fire District meeting Monday
Calloway County Fire District No. 2 will meet tonight (Monday) Nov. 9, at
7 p.m. at the Fire Station at New Concord. The public is urged to attend this
regular meeting.

Redistricting Committee will meet
Calloway County Redistricting Committee will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10, at
5:30 p.m. in the office of Calloway County Board of Education on College
Farm Road. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Girl Scout Leaders will meet
Girl Scout Leaders will have a special meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 10, at
6:30 p.m. at the Girt Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street. All leaders are urged to
attend, a Girl Scout spokesperson said.

Club Ladies' luncheon planned
The Ladies' Day Thanksgiving luncheon at Murray Country Club will be
Wednesday, Nov. 11, at noon at the club. The menu will include chicken
breast colonial, vegetable, hash brown potato casserole, cranberry sauce,
dessert and beverage. The price will be $7 per person. A social hour will
start at 11 a.m. Reservations should be made by Tuesday, Nov. 10, by calling Suzy Wilkerson at 753-6113.

Recycling Committee meeting Tuesday
The Area Recycling Committee will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10, at noon in
upstairs area of Pagliai's Restaurant. A discussion will be about local recycling of glass and newspapers. All interested persons are invited to attend
the one-hour lunch meeting.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group Meeting will be Tuesday,
Nov. 10, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 'Struggling with Caregiving' will be the program to be discussed by Reita Moody, former chaplain at the local hospital. Adult day care (free) for Alzheimer's patients will be available by calling Shared Care, 753-0576. For
more information call Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100, or Joretta Randolph,
753-5561.

Cardiac Support Group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10, at 10 a.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 'Flexibility Before Exercising' will be discussed by Shawn McClure, exercise science student intern in
MCCH Cardiac Rehab. For more information contact Shirley Lamb,
762-1170.

Fundraiser for home scheduled
A fundraiser,'Rock-A-Thon, for the West Kentucky Children's Home will
start Friday. Nov. 13, at noon and continue through Saturday, Nov. 14, at
noon. This will be at the University Christian Student Center, 1403 Olive
Blvd., Murray Pledges will be accepted for those rocking, but the maximum
time will be 20 hours. Any one interested in making a pledge. may call the
center at 753-6225.

Singles (SOS) plan events
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10 at
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. 'Civil War Reenactment' will be
the program to be presented by Gary Long. The SOS is a support and social
group for singles of all ages, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed Tho purpose of the group is to provide positive social interaction
and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more
information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

FMI1A Office closed Wednesday

ti

T
NEWS.

Recycle This Newspaper

The Farmers Home Administration office, located at 104 North Fifth St.,
Murray, will be closed Wednesday, Nov. 11, in honor of Veterans' Day. The
office will reopen at 8 a m on Nov. 12.
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CALENDAR
Monday, Nov. 9
Lodge 728 of Woodmen of
World/6 p.m./Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard, 759-9994 or
Joan, 759-1345.
Single Too/7 p.m./Homeplace
Family Restaurant. Info/Celia,
753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or
Beverly, 435-4228.
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church/7:15
p.m./home of Fran Souder.
Young Actors Guild/6
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Murray High School events
include WKC business meeting:7
p.m.; Academic Team hosts Fulton and Ballard.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.

Tuesday, Nov. 10
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Dexter Center/senior activities/
9:30 a.m.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
First Christian Church events
include YAAC meetingn p.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Calloway County Public
Library/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
3 p.m.

Advanced scheduling for 1993
spring semester/8 a.m.-6
p.m./Curris Center ballroom,
Murray State University.
Tuesday, Nov. 10
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./Masonic Temple.
Murray Branch of AAUW/6:30
p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club/11 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291 of
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club
House.

FREE SEMINAR ON LMNG TRUSTS

Murray State University Racer
Volleyball team plays Southeast
Missouri State/7 p.m./Racer
Arena.
Comedian/perform/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission
free.

Rebekah Duncan senior voice
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) recital/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
Support Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Title Arts Center, Murray State_
Hospital,
Paducah. University. Admission free.—
Info/1-444-2685.
AERHO TV Auction/broadcast
Epilepsy Foundation of West- 7-10 p.m./Cable Channel 11/funern Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
draiser by Alpha Epsilon Rho
p.m./basement classroom/Western
freaternity.1
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
CWF Group I of First Christian
Alcoholic Anonymous closed
Church/10 a.m. with Helen Bendiscussion
meeting/8 nett and Frances McKee!, hostesp.m./American Legion Building, ses, and Gwen Healy, program.
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers Day Out/9:30
Church
First United Methodist
a.m.; Estelle Gray Group/9:30
events include Mattie Belle Haya.m. with Ruth Melugin; Dorothy
es Circle/9:30 a.m.; Adult
Group/11 a.m. with Gene
Exercise/5 p.m.; Reach-Out CallWrather; Sharon Wells
ers II/7 p.m.; Youth Disciple
Group/12:30 p.m. with Opal GiltBible Study/8 p.m.
ner; Louella Beddoe Group/7
p.m. with Ann Narewski.
Hardin City Council/6
p.m./Hardin City Hall.
First United Methodist Church
events
include Mother's Morning
Memorial Baptist Church
Out/9 a.m.; Waters/Doran at
Puppets/8
p.m.
events include
Youth Center and Tucker/Frost
with Barbara Brandon/9:30 a.m.;
First Christian Church events
Adult Exercise/5 p.m.; Adult
include Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
Disciple/6 p.m.
p.m.
Workshop on "Preparing for the
ACT"/6-9 p.m./Room 104, Faculty Hall, Murray State University.
Admission free. Info/762-3734.

BAZAAR SATURDAY — South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will have its annual bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 14,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Featured will be baked goods, crafts, treasures, decorations and a
handmade quilt. Pictured working on items are, from left, Melonie
Lowe, Brenda Erwin, Clarkie Butterworth and Nlarylin Liddle.

de

Schana Kaye Castleberry and
James Keith Thorn to marry

Castleberry and Thorn
vows to be said Nov 21
• Schana4Caye Castlebeny and Jam- es Keith Thorn announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Nov. 21, at 6
p.m. at New Zion Baptist Church in Marshall County.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
Miss Castleberry is the daughter of J.B. and Janice Castleberry of
Brewers. She is the granddaughter of the late Curt and Lucretia Castleberry of Benton and of the late Cecil and Vergie Treas of Brewers.
Mr. Thorn is the son of Raymond Junior and Carolyn Thorn of Benton. He is the grandson of Raymond and Thelma Thorn of Almo and
of Coel and Irene Compton of Kirksey.
The bride-elect, a 1984 graduate of Marshall County High School,
received a Bachelor of Science in Accounting from Murray State University in 1988 and a Master's in Business Administration in 1992
from Bellarmine College.
For the past four years, she was employed as an auditor for Citizen's Fidelity Bank in Louisville.
The groom-elect, a 1984 graduate of Marshall County High School,
received a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering from the University of Kentucky in 1990.
For the past three years, he was employed by Buell-Fryer Associates in Lexington as a structural engineer. Currently, he is employed
by Martin-Marietta in Paducah.

Presented by Capital Preservation Services, Inc. at

Calloway Co. Public Library
710 Main
7:00 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 12
Sponsored by Dwight F. Bickel
Attorney-Author of New Book
"The Real Truth About Living Trusts"

Find Out The Facts
about avoiding probate and estate taxes and protecting
your assets against Nursing Home costs.

746
441295
Biggest Portrait Value Ever!

12 Portrait
Christmas Cards

Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Ladies' Bible
Study/9:30 a.m.

9g1.19Prin frverrtir

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church/2 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.

SUBJECT FEE OF $2 95 PER PERSON, payable when port/pits are taken no . ooeci n actueriisecl
cu• choice c•
price No deposd required Poses For advertised portrait collection our select - o
-01 cvarrro,•
background Your favorite props welcomed Up to five additional poses taken c r
2ocx
collection will no obligation for purchase Not ytaLd ...Oh any ar.er offer One al,
per Family Po•noit sizes approximate Christmas background available at no extra charge.

23 Keepsake/Mini-portraits

HURRY! LAST CHANCE BEFORE CHRISTMAS!

Advanced scheduling for 1993
spring semester/8 a.m.-6
p.m./Curris Center Ballroom,
Murray State University.

5 DAYS ONLY! WED., NOV. 11 - SUN., NOV. 15
ALL AREA K MARTS:
Wed.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
On Sunday from Store Opening Until 7 p.m.
MURRAY

National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. Info/1-924-5602.

Subscribe!

Includes Portrait
Identification Card

SIGMA MEETING — Sigma Department of Murray Woman's
Club will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the club house. New
members will be welcomed and final plans for the Christmas
House for Kids will be discussed. Pictured are Ashley Thurman
and Melissa Lampkins of Thurman Dance Studio who performed
their dance routines they will be using in the upcoming national
dance competition.

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club/9:30
a.m./home of Katherine Ray.

For Our First

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
We Wish To Say

Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30
a.m.

TANK
H you

Murray TOPS *34 at 7
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.

To all our faithful customers. You made our first year a
success. To show our appreciation we are running a

Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.
(

Want to motivate
.your cu8tomer8?

STOREWIDE
SALE

3 DAYS ONLY - Fri., Sat., Sun. (Nov. 13-14-15)

Do it

with newspaper.
When you compare
newspaper and television, twice as many
purchases are made as a
result of newspaper
advertising.

30% Off

Drawing on Sunday for a FREE Outfit, plus
Two - $50 Gift Certificates
'Door Prizes Each Day'

THE
EDGE

SALE 51.99
Outer LimitV Perm
•
Reg $60 Ackancea ter
nealthy hair 0•,-e frn,:ioes sramt\s,
haircut and Stylong ,_orty hair and
design wraps extra
Sete price effective through Saturday
November 14.

406 S. 12th St. • 753-7435
1,SI Imo RECOMMINCI

PRULmrra-tELL
,
SALON MAIPICARE POIODOC,

Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 1991
The Preston Group. Lexington. K.

1992, JCPenney Company tni

JCPenney
Styling Salon
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

.210111141111111/1111111krefleglIVIrmarer
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SPORTS
COMMENTARY

L.T.'s injury
a sad way for
star to leave
Too few athletes leave the
game on their own terms.
But most at least leave
under their own power. And
that makes what happened to
Lawrence Taylor doubly sad.
The best outside linebacker
in the history of the National Football League left
Giants Stadium on the
flatbed of a motorized cart,
his hands wrapped tightly
around the facemask of his
helmet and the Achilles' tendon along the back of his
right ankle as loose as an
undone shoestring. Unless he
goes back on his word, Sunday afternoon marked the
last time we will see L.T.
in uniform.
"There comes a time
when you have to say
enough is enough. This is
that time. I've had enough,"
Taylor, 33, said after a
weekday practice almost one
month ago when he told
New York and the rest of
the known football world he
planned to retire at the end
of the season.
"I'm not 22, or even 25
anymore. I know what I can
expect of myself. I know
what I can do. I just want
to go in and do the best I
can, the most I can and
help the team win.

JIM LITKE
AP
Sports Columnist
"At all costs," he said,
"I'm going to have fun."
By all accounts, Taylor
was doing just that until
little more than a minute
remained in the third quarter
of what would turn out to
be a 27-7 New York Giants
win over Green Bay.
Up to that point, he had
already done a full day's
damage — four tackles, a
blocked pass, a forced
fumble and a sack — and
looked fully capable of doing
more. Over the last two seasons, Taylor had slowed and
his ambition had waned. But
in his last two games, both
New York wins, he was
back terrorizing quarterbacks
and everyone else in his
way with renewed vigor,
forcing them all once again
to make a mental accounting
of where he was at every
moment.
"He was the key man on
the field again," Giants
coach Ray Handley said.
"And then this."
The "this" is a completely ruptured Achilles' tendon
that will be operated on
Tuesday. Taylor would need
to spend some four months
rehabilitating the foot before
he .could even begin running
on it again. And though a
handful of athletes have
come back from such
surgery, and he has fought
through any number of injuries and a cocaine problem,
his age and his stated desire
to be finished with football
dictate against it.
But if the play on which
he injured the right foot
indeed turns out to be his
last, it could also stand as
L.T.'s signature: On a
second-and-6 at the Giants'
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Racers take #15 Eastern into OT before falling
huge underdog going up against the No. 15 Division I-AA Lion. After the game he told Mahoney that the Colonels
team in the nation.
"got very, very lucky."
"I've never been prouder of a football team than I was
"We really should've beat them," said Mahoney, who
RICHMOND, Ky. — Usually it just takes two or three
plays to beat Murray State. On Saturday, Eastern Kentucky of our kids after the way they battled Eastern Kentucky," will step down as Racer head coach at the end of the season. "We out-played them, we just didn't deliver the
needed those plays and a lot more just to tie the Racers in Racer head coach Mike Mahoney said on Monday.
regulation.
While the Racers earned respect with the narrow miss at knockout punch when we had the chance."
Murray outgained the Colonels 374-340 and had 18 first
Once in overtime, it came down to who had the better Richmond, Mahoney said the loss cut deep in his team.
football team.
"They were crushed," the coach said. "It was very dis- downs to 14 for EKU. Still, Eastern did what it had to.
Joey Crenshaw threw two touchdowns, including a
Todd Duffy kicked a 22-yard field goal in overtime to heartening. They knew they played well enough to win."
13-yarder
to Kenny McCollum with 4:53 left in regulation
give Eastern Kentucky a 21-18 victory over the Racers.
Eastern's Roy Kidd knew his team escaped from a loss
Murray, which lost its 10th-straight road game, was a that would've eliminated his team from playoff considera- • TURN
TO PAGE 9

Staff, AP Report

Simmons KO's Garrett
with fourth-round right
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lailgar & Times Sports Editor

Vernon Garrett may have been the
most unfortunate man to visit the Kentucky National Guard Armory in Murray Saturday night.
A late addition to the 10-bout card,
Garrett had to fight Kentucky lightweight champion Shawn Simmons in
the champ's back yard, in front of family and friends.
Worst of all for Garrett, he caught
Simmons at a bad time.
Simmons, a Murray native who has
worked months to set up and promote
the fight, was nearing the end of a
20-hour day spent searching for chairs
and making last minute preparations
for the evening's event.
On his feet since sunrise, Simmons
probably felt that the ring was a welcomed break. Nobody demanded his
time but Garrett.
"I was real worried about winning
this fight," said Simmons, who stopped
Garrett in the fourth round with a shot
to the body. "I've been on the move
since six this morning."
Covington's Steve Robinson, the
scheduled challenger, pulled out of the
title fight on Friday night for unknown
reasons.
Garrett, from Oklahoma City, Okla.,

tested Simmons early, scoring a handful or rights that caught Simmons in
the head. By the fourth round, however, Simmons regained his rhythm and
went to work.
Early in the fourth, Simmons
knocked Garrett down with a left-right
combination to the head.
"It was a right straight down the
middle," Simmons said of the tideturning punch. "I threw it earlier but it
missed."
Moments later, with Garrett up
against the ropes, Simmons ended the
fight with a right to the body.
"I don't know why I threw it," Simmons said of the fight's final punch. "I
wasn't planning on it, but sometimes
instinct takes over.
"He was protecting his head and
that's when I said, 'time to go
downstairs.—
Garrett was counted out by referee
Larry Mullins as Simmons' hometown
crowd rose to its feet with loudest
cheer of the night.
"I expected it to go longer than it
did," the champ said after his eighth
knockout. "We weren't looking for the
fourth round, but I knew I could work
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo
Murray boxer Shawn "The Sabre" Simmons, right, begins to land his punches on Vernon
the body later in the fight."
Simmons was pacing himself for the Garrett in the fourth round of Saturday's Main Event at the Murray National Guard
Armory. Simmons, Kentucky lightweight champion, knocked out Garrett later in the
• TURN TO PAGE 9
fourth.

PRO FOOTBALL

McMahon leads Eagles' outburst, back on bench
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Jim
McMahon seemed resigned to
returning to the bench. Randall
Cunningham seemed still resentful about spending his Sunday
there.
And coach Rich Kotite was
testy about even talking about the
Philadelphia Eagles' great quarterback switch — even after the
Eagles and McMahon ended an
offensive slump by beating the
Los Angeles Raiders 31-10.
"I'm going to answer the
question once. I've answered it
45 times this week," Kotite told
a mobbed media room after
McMahon had thrown for 157
yards and a touchdown. "Cunningham will play next week.
Next question."

National Football Logout,
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 24, Houston 14
Dallas 37, Detroit 3
New York Giants 27, Green Bay 7
Philadelphia 31, Los Angeles Raiders 10
Miami 28, Indianapolis 0
Minnesota 35, Tarn pa Bay 7
New Orleans 31, New England 14
Denver 27, New York Jets 16
Phoenix 20, Los Angeles Rams 14
Buffalo 28, Pittsburgh 23
Kansas Cy 16, San Diego 14
Washington 16, Seattle 3
Cincinnati 31, Chicago 28, OT

All of this — including the
media mob from all over the
country, was the result of
Kotite's "he's in ... no, he's in"
last week after replacing Cunningham with McMahon at halftime of a 20-10 loss in Dallas,
their third in four games. So a
quarterback controversy remains
in Philadelphia — to all but one
fan who called the pre-game

show to blame center David Alexander for the team's offensive
problems.
"No team has ever won a Super Bowl without a great center,"
he said.
First, according to Cunningham, Kotite said he'd be back in
the fourth quarter. After the
game, Kotite said Cunningham
would be back next week.
Then, on Monday, Kotite
amended that.
McMahon would play against
the Raiders, he said, then Cunningham — 5 of 23 for 26 yards
in his last four quarters — would
be back against Green Bay next
week.
On the field Sunday, everything went well.
McMahon, efficient though not
brilliant, did his job, the defense
did its job and Raider quarter-

backs Todd Marinovich and Jay
Schroeder did their best imitation
of guys ready for their own quarterback derby.
In fact, Marinovich, 3 of 10
with three interceptions before
being lifted in the second quarter,
complained afterwards: "I've
never been taken out in a game
before. I might have gotten better
in the second half."
But no one was listening —
they were all over on the Philadelphia side of the stadium
replaying the Eagles' soap opera.
"Do I think he helped me by
benching me?" Cunningham
asked.
"I don't think it helped me. I
could have gone out and thrown a
bunch of touchdown passes, but
nobody will ever know. He had
to make a decision and he made
it."

PRO BASKETBALL

Kings break Lakers' rule of the Forum roost
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
The Sacramento Kings ended 18
years of frustration at the Forum
on Sunday night, and Wayman
Tisdale was ready to celebrate.
Mitch Richmond scored 29
points and Tisdale added 25 as
the Kings beat the Los Angeles
Lakers 124-114 for their first win
at the Forum since beating the
Lakers 105-95 on Oct. 20, 1974,
when they were known as the
Kansas City-Omaha Kings.

The Kings had lost 43 straight
regular-season games and two
playoff games at the Forum since
that game.
"It's just the ultimate," said
Tisdale, who also had a gamehigh 10 rebounds. "I'm just
elated. If it wasn't a big deal to
anybody else, it sure was to me.
We can wave the towel tonight. I
know how many times I've been
humiliated in this building."
Tisdale has been with the
Kings longer than anyone else on
their roster, having been traded to
Sacramento by Indiana on Feb.

20, 1989.
"It's just a real big win for our
organization, a confidencebooster," Richmond said. "Last
year, we came in and we were up
by 15 and they came back and
beat us by 15. We just wanted to
stay focused tonight."
The game was the Lakers'
home opener and the first at the
Forum since Magic Johnson
announced his retirement last
Monday. Johnson watched the
game from a front-row seat in the
stands.
The Lakers have lost their last

three home openers.
"Although we certainly didn't
intend to start our home season
this way, I'm sure Chicago, the
defending champs, didn't intend
to lose their home opener
either," first-year Lakers coach
Randy Pfund said, referring to
Atlanta's 100-99 victory over the
Bulls on Saturday night. "I told
the players that it's early, not to
get frustrated."
The Kings, under new coach
Garry St. Jean, have started a
season with two wins for the first
time in 10 years.

No-respect Aggies
not far behind in
championship hunt
By The Associated Press
Texas A&M is unbeaten,
untied and unloved in the
national championship picture.
While top-ranked Miami
and No. 2 Alabama appear on
course for a possible showdown in the Sugar Bowl, the
fourth-ranked Aggies (9-0) are
getting little attention despite
beating everyone on their
schedule — Louisville. a
40-18 loser on Saturday, was
their latest victim.
The Aggies' problem is that
their conference, the Southwest, is among the weakest in
the country and their out-ofconference schedule includes
only one ranked team — No.
15 Stanford, which lost to
Texas A&M in the Pigskin
Classic on Aug. 26.
After playing Houston in the
Astrodome on Thursday, the
Aggies play host to Texas
Christian on Nov. 21 and play
at Texas on Thanksgiving Day
before a potential Cotton Bowl
date on Jan. 1.
But unless something happens between now and then,
the Aggies won't wind up No.
I even if they're a perfect
13-0.
"We set our goal to repeat
as the SWC champions and let
someone else worry about the
polls," coach R.C. Slocum
said. "We are worried about
Houston right now.
"We can see the end of the
season. It's in our view. A lot
of teams have already packed
it in, but it's still exciting for
us. This is the best we've
played so far this season."
&NMI/

7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
a

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerraki Boyd and Ronnie Melon

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111
Mb.

BIN Salentine
753-7581

a.
Hal Name-Broker
753.7955

David Morril
759-4960

rofessional Real Estate
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Curry stands beside Jones
despite poor Vandy showing

Actions & Reactions
OVC PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

with Jones was his performance
the previous weekend in a 37-36
loss to Mississippi State, when he
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Ken- passed for a career-high 357
tucky coach Bill Curry isn't wav- yards and finished with a schoolering in his support of quarter- record 405 total yards.
"He showed in big-league
back Pookie Jones although a
chorus of boos rained from the fashion that he made things hapstands in Commonwealth Sta- pen," Curry said of the sophodium on his decision to keep him more from Murray. "He showed
he was a big-league player under
in the game.
Jones had a nightmare of a pressure and against great odds."
Curry placed much of the
game in Saturday's 20-7 loss to
Vanderbilt, completing only blame on numerous breakdowns
seven of 27 passes for 75 yards. on the line in which Jones "was
He was intercepted twice and not given the chance to play his
game."
sacked five times.
And he added that Jones is
"You have to decide what
does it take to win the game," "tough enough, mature enough
Curry said during his Sunday and strong enough" to handle the
teleconference. "If it's Pookie, pressure of "being in the spothe has to go out there. And Poo- light and taking the heat."
Curry thought that Saturday's
kie knows that. If it's somebody
overall performance by the Wildelse, you send him out there.
"If I had to do it over, I'd do cats may have resulted from
being flat after the emotional loss
exactly the same thing."
One reason for Curry staying to Mississippi State.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Eastern Kentucky quarterback Joey Crenshaw and Murray Stale defensive end Kevin Gibbs have been selected as
the Ohio Valley Conference's offensive and defensive players of the week.
Gibbs had 14 tackles, caused a fumble and accounted for losses totaling
19 yards with three of his tackles against the Colonels to win the Division
I-AA league's defensive honors.
Murray State guard Marcus Kimbrell is the offensive lineman of the
week. Kimbrell was in on 81 plays and graded at 89 percent as the Racers
outgained Eastern Kentucky 374 yards to 340 yards.

TENNIS
PARIS (AP) — Boris Becker won a battle of aces over defending
champion Guy Forget 7-6 (7-3), 6-3, 3-6, 6-3, earning his third Paris Open
title. Becker, seeded ninth, won $297,000, Forget collected $159,700. It
was Becker's eighth win in 10 meetings with Forget. Both had 21 aces.
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Monica Seles, who didn't drop a set all week,
defeated Martina Navratilova 6-3, 6-4 in the $350,000 Bank of the West
Classic for her ninth title of the year.

•Racers take...

III Simmons KO's...

a little long. But people stuck
around."
There was an estimated crowd
of 450 in the 588-seat gym. Simmons thought the atmosphere was
better at the Armory than at the
two previous Murray venues
Racer Arena and the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Simmons also pointed out that
Saturday's card held better fights,
in particular an exhibition bout
between Harold Brazier and Buck
Smith.
Smith, 122-2-1 and ranked No.
5 in the world.
Murray's Mike Sykes also
picked up a win with a split decision win over Sean Gibbons, of
Indianapolis, Ind.
In addition to Simmons' title
defense, Manchester's Marty
Wolfe fought Jim Kaczmerek for
the vacant Kentucky Jr. welterweight championship. The match
was a draw.

FROM PAGE 8
to pull Eastern to within 18-16 in
the Ohio Valley Conference
game. Crenshaw connected with
McCollum again for the twopoint conversion to tie the game.
Murray State (2-7 overall, 1-6
OVC) never threatened again in
regulation and took initial possession in the overtime. ?remain
Lewis' first-down pass was
picked off by Eastern Kentucky
safety Joe Smith.
Eastern Kentucky (7-2, 5-1)
won the game on its first possession when Duffy kicked the field
goal, his second of the game.
The Colonels took a 10-0 lead
in the first quarter on Duffy's
34-yard field goal and Crenshaw's 50-yard TD pass to
Dwayne Woods.
Murray State scored 18 straight
points on two touchdown passes
and a field goal. Backup quarterback Butch Mosby connected
with Sheldon Smith for a 20-yard

•L.T.'s injury a sad...
FROM PAGE 8
21-yard-line, Taylor rocketed
into the backfield from the
left side, shed Packers right
tackle Tootie Robbins with a
forearm and then swatted
down quarterback Brett
Favre's pass.
What made this different,
though, from dozens of similar plays he has turned over
a 12-year career was the
way Taylor landed. As his
right foot came down, it
simply buckled.
"It's like taking a guide
wire and putting a tremendous load on it," team physician Dr. Russell Warren said
afterward, "and it snaps."
And just like that, whatever plans Taylor might have
been stringing together for
his exit apparently were severed as well. Teammates
Carl Banks and Erik Howard
hoisted Taylor onto the cart
and a knot of teammates and
opponents gathered around
him. The crowd that only
moments earlier had been
loudly and rhythmically
chanting "L.T., L.T., L.T.,"
was silent for a while, then
took up the chant again, this
time in much softer tones.
With few exceptions, athletes fail to recognize how
quickly their skills have
deteriorated, and sadly it
turns out to be more true of
the greatest athletes. For

every Sandy Koufax, who
bowed out of baseball after
going 27-9, with a 1.73 and
317 strikeouts in his final
season, there is a Willie
Mays, who hit .211 in his
last campaign, fell down in
the outfield in the 1973
World Series and recognized
the reality of his situation
too late.
"Growing old," he said
plaintively, "is a helpless
hurt."
What makes Taylor's
departure from football — if
Sunday was really it — so
unsatisfying is that we may
never know haw his last
season might have gone. On
the day he told reporters in
the Giants locker room that

FARM
BUREAU

"Lawrence, this is your
conscience talking. You're
making a mistake. Don't let
your mouth get you in trouble again," Banks said.
"You've been so good for
so long, don't leave."
Unburdened by his decision, Taylor was beginning
to look less and less like an
old L.T. and more and more
like the L.T. of old. That —
and not the picture of him
being wheeled out of a stadium flat on his back — is
what we should remember
about his leaving.

p9Mis
discfurnace.

NOW ON
SALE

scoring play, and Lewis hit David
Redmond for a 30-yard
touchdown.
Markus Thomas led the Colonels with 113 yards on 24
rushes, while Crenshaw completed 7 of 13 passes for-168
yards. Mosby threw for 108' yards
and rushed for another 40 for
Murray State.
Racer senior defensive end
Kevin Gibbs spearheaded the
Racer defense with 14 tackles,
one fumble caused and two sacks.
"It was scary how well he
played," Mahoney said of Gibbs,
the OVC's defensive players of
the week. "He caused the fumble
that could have won the game for
us."
On the play before Crenshaw
hit McCollom, Gibbs hit the Colonel quarterback in the backfield
and forced the ball loose. In the
scramble, a Murray defender was
inable to control the ball after
falling on it.
Murray offensive guard Marcus Kimbrell, a sophomore, was
chosen by OVC coaches as the
league's offensive lineman of the
week. In 81 plays, Kimbrell
graded out a personal best 89
percent.

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

753-8355
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore

753-8355
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1992 Buick Roadmaster
White with red leather, loaded - loaded - loaded!

18 900
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 By-pass

DENNISON-HUNT

HOMEre

753-2571 or 753-4110

901 Sycamore

SALE THROUGH NOVEMBER 30

liFIS 7.30-5'30 Mon.-Fri. - 7:30-5:00 Sal.

ChestnUt St

David King

Sizes 4-20

99.95

Tagilake.

'Your more than one company apency."

2041010
OFF

INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIL

PIEGRISTMAS SAS*
ALL CHILDREN APPAREL
AN SHOES *

The original Disc
Furnace was the
first ofthe family of
Pelonis
Safe-TFurnaces to be certified and sold In
North America.

•Up to 5200 BTU's
•Sate
-Heats Large
Room
•Adjustable
Thermostatic
Control
•Powerful
•Light, Portable,
Clean, Odorless
.5 Year Limited
Warranty

EARN
6.25%
TAX-DEEERHED ANNUITY
RATE ;UAILINTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
($3,410) minimum)

he was calling it quits, his
linebacking mate Banks
snuck into the trainer's room
and got on the loudspeaker.

ri

DUAL CONTROUModel 1500

The Insurance Center
of Murray

AP Sports Water

SEATTLE (AP) — Former Cincinnati Reds manager Lou Piniella has
accepted a three-year contract to manage the Seattle Mariners, a newspaper reported. A team official would not confirm or deny the report. Mariners spokesman Dave Aust, however, said former manager Doug Rader
interviewed for the job Saturday.
The Seattle Postintelligencer said an unidentified source told them
Piniella would be introduced as the Mariners 10th manager at a Monday
news conference. The Mariners are believed to have offered Piniella $2.5
million over three years with an option, the Post-Intelligencer said.

FROM PAGE 8
later rounds and didn't expect
Garrett to drop less than halfway
through the fight.
"He's a tough guy," Simmons
said of his opponent. "I didn't
expect him to go that early. He's
real durable but doesn't throw a
lot of punches."
The punches Garrett did throw
early seemed to land.
"He caught me with some right
hands in the third round," the
champion explained. "I got lazy
with my hands."
The fight was a non-title
defense bout since Garrett fights
out of Oklahoma and didn't make
the weight. Simmons weighed in
at 135, while Garrett entered the
ring at 14P/2.
Overall, Simmons called the
night a success.
"The crowd reacted well," said
Simmons. "I think the people
enjoyed it. Some of the additional
fights weren't necessary; it went

SCOREBOARD

By MIKE EMBRY

BASEBALL
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SPORTING GOODS

*

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR IJFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844

—0/
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Bring plants in when winter winds blow

Engineered For Life
On The Farm.
Choose from a wide range of
standard or custom Lester wood
frame agricultural buildings. Each
features value engineered UniFrame construction. Top quality
materials. The industry's leading
warranty. And the support of the
nation's leading building company.
Reap the benefits of quality, affordable storage. Call your local Lester
dealer or 1-800-826-4439 today

THE BRAND THAT
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.

141C.ESR
LESTER BUILDING SYSTEMS

I.C. CITES
CONSTRUCTION
443-8562
•99.' Butler IVI.r,facturong Company

I have several potted plants
that spend the warm months of
the year on my front porch.
When the weather turns cooler,
bring the plants inside for the
winter.
I wish I could say that transferring the plants from porch to
house was a planned and orderly procedure, but it never seems
to be. If I didn't wait until the
last possible minute I'm sure
the whole process would go
more smoothly.
But it always seems to take
predictions of nighttime temperatures well below freezing to
motivate me to move the plants
inside. So then, on a cold and
windy day, I end up hauling the
pots into the parlor as fast as I
possibly can.
Initially, it doesn't matter
where they go as long as the
plants are out of the icy wind.
The room fills with ungainly
specimens of plant life. When
the last battered clay pot joins
its fellows on the parlor floor, I
take stock of what I've brought
inside. All the while I am rubbing my hands together trying
to bring some warmth back_to .
my near-frozen fingers.
Frankly, the room looks and
feels as if the plants had been
deposited by the north wind.
There is a chill in the air-- the
heat having escaped to the out-

lamots smothers the sweet bay.

Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleen
Lalicker _
side with the frequent opening
and closing of the door. Brown
and dry oak leaves are scattered
about the room and caught in
the bright green branches of the
plants. A few pots have tipped
over, spilling some of their soil
on to the floor. Plants sprawl
everywhere and twist around
one another. Rosemarys arch
over to tangle with the leggy
branches of rose geraniums.
The hibiscus looms over and

It's like surveying the scene of
a disaster.
Eventually, I get the bulk of
the mess cleaned up, sweeping
up the dirt and sending the dead
leaves back outside. I desperately want to cut back all of
the plants to make them more
compact and manageable. I'm
hesitant, however, to give them
two shocks at once and will
wait a few weeks to do any
clipping.
Besides, first I have to find
places to put all these plants.
Ideally, the plants should be
situated where they won't be in
the way and can get adequate
light. Often , a likely looking
spot will have a major
drawback-- a heating vent right

next to it. I don't know of any
plants (except maybe cacti) that
thrive in intermittant blasts of
hot dry air.
Some folks are probably
wondering why I go through all
this trouble to bring plants
inside for the winter. Why not
just let them die when the cold
weather comes? It's not that I
can't bear to let the plants die.
Over the years I've let quite a
number of them bite the dust.
The reason that I drag all these
plants into the house each fall is
that they get me through the
winter. On the darkest day of
the season, I can pinch a spring
of rosemary and inhale its
sharp, fresh scent or crush a
rose geranium leaf for its sweet
perfume and know that spring is
not far behind.

HUNGARIAN MARKETING STRATEGY

withhardboard siding

S.

•
,
ill1•111111•1"...

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
siding
$3,125
$3,825
$4,225
$4.325
$4,925

vinyl
Deluxe Models
1 1,2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
$3,425
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$3,725
2',2 CAR (24x24)
$3,925
LARGE 2'2 CAR (24x30)
$4,425

$2,725

14/2 CAR (12x20)

2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' CAR (24x24)
LANGE 2,/2 CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
-1 2" Decking
-Window
.12" Footings
-Steel Service
Door
'Concrete
Reinforced

-2x6 Trusted
Rafters
-Various Color
Roofs
.4" Curb
-4" Concrete S ab
'OH.Steel Door

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo

RAGWEED SEASON!

Agricultural representatives from Hungary listen to a lecture at Murray State University during a
marketing seminar last week. The seminar was sponsored by Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. and
the U.S. government.

THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT

Westside Veterinary Service

YOU CALL IT MISERY.

Area farmers and agribusinessmen are invited to attend
a series of classes on "Improving Your Marketing Skills".
The classes will focus on
the alternatives avaialable to
producers for marketing thier
crops, evaluating pricing
opportunities and implementing their decisions with a
marketing plan.
The first meeting will be
held this Tuesday, Nov. 10 at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
-High School Agriculture
Department. The class will
continue for several weeks on
Tuesday nights, said a press
release.
Anyone interested in further
information may contact Johnnie Stockdale, young and adult

farmer•ingtructor.

Tobacco growers
group announces
air-cured dates

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY • (502)674.5530

Class will show
farmers how to
market goods

The Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers' Association
announced the opening of dark
air-cured sales in Mayfield and
Murray.
The Mayfield market will sell
Dec. 1, 7 and 14. The Murray
market, meanwhile, will sell
Dec. 2, 8 and 15.
In past years, sales before
Christmas have tended to be
better than those after the first
of the year, said a press release
from the Western Dark Fired
Association. The announced
sales days should provide ample
marketing time for all producers
who wish to sell before Christmas and the January sales will
be announced at a later date,
said the press release.
The Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association
will have its annual meeting of
members this Thursday, Nov.
12 starting at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County High School
cafeteria.
All producers are encouraged
to attend to hear Jamie Bleweti

MSU SOIL JUDGING

is now offering a new service.

' FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

DOG GROOMING

THE ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY

ei; by Rebecca Dunning

ilk

Call 753-6749 For Appointment

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.

Office Hours: Mon-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Johnny Robertson Road

753-7451

BARRY JOHNSOWMSU photo

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Members of Murray State University's soil judging team are pictured above. From left are Matt Ramage, Dr. John Mikulcik, Shea
Sykes, Wayne Wilson, Rodney Gallimore, Andy McNitt and Jeremiah Jones. Team members not pictured are Hampton Brooks
and Scott Harris.

DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT - 800-756-4AIR

Our Independent Service
Meets The Needs Of Everyone
Pride. Strength. Opportunity. The Statue of Liberty represents
all of these things to us. It's a symbol that also reflects the
independence and individuality of the many people that make up
this country.
We respect the values that statue represents, and we reflect
independence and individuality in our service at Miller Funeral
Home. Our funeral home is independently owned and operated by
our family—local people who know area families as neighbors and
friends. We respect their individual needs by offering flexible
services. And regardless of what they choose, area families know
we'll provide the courteous care and attention to detail they have a
right to expect.
We too stand for independent service to meet individual needs.
It's another strength of our service to you at Miller Funeral Home.

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES

GOLDEN RULE
We stand on the strength of our service

MSU takes first in soiljudging
Top honors were awarded to
Murray State University follwing
competition at the annual soil
judging contest sponsored by the
Student Activities Subdivision of
the American Society of Agronomy (SAS-ASA) held Oct. 23 at
the University of Tennessee-

Martin.
Represented by eight students
from the department of agriculture, Murray State placed first in
team competition against 10 other
institutions throughout the southeast regional ASA division.

"NOTICE—MEMBERS OF
WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The Annual Meeting of members will be
held on Thursday, November 12, 1992, at
the Calloway County High School
Cafeteria, 2108 College Farm Road, Murray,Kentucky,at 7:00 p.m. The purpose of
the meeting will be to hear the President's
Report and a general discussion of the
cooperative's affairs.
Following the meeting, refreshments
will be served and door prizes will be given.
Laura S. Paschall
Secretary"

A'
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Police investigating whether
remains connected to previous case
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — Police
were investigating whether bones
discovered in Laurel County may
be related to the deaths of four
people whose bodies were found
in a nearby septic tank last year.
The bones were found about
1:45 p.m. EST Sunday by Lonnie
Owens, a former Laurel County
deputy sheriff who discovered the
four bodies Oct. 23, 1991.
Owens "received information
concerning the location of
another body," state police said
in a statement.
The bones were found about 16
miles west of London in a rural
area off Power Plant Road.
Robert Carl Foley, 36, of the
Laurel County community of
White Oak, has been charged
with murder in connection with
the deaths of the four people
whose bodies were found last
year.
Though it's not clear whether
the„ remains found Sunday are
'connected to the other four,
police are investigating that possibility, said Trooper Gilbert
Acciardo, a spokesman for the
state police post at London.
Owens, who coOld not be
reached for comment, said in July

Stock #92281

Save $3,019
"
Auto. - NC - Tilt - Cruise - Cass. - Pwr. Locks
- Pwr. Mirrors - Rear Defroster - Pwr. Steering
- Power Brakes - Air Bag
•
In this scene from the play "Our Miss Brooks," by Christopher
Serge!, teacher Miss Finch (played by Deidra Holcomb) tries to
convince Ted (Dusty Wilson) that he should be playing basketball,
not acting in the school play, while the play's director, Miss
Brooks (Christie Walters) looks on. The Murray High School
Senior Class will present the play Tuesday and Thursday, Nov. 10
and 12, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 203.

County Jail, where he had been
since last year, to the Laurel
County Jail, a spokesman at the
Madison jail said.
He also faces murder charges
arising from the deaths of two
Laurel County brothers, Rodney
and Harry Lynn Vaughn, who
were shot during a fight Aug. 17,
1991.

Kentucky woman casts 19th
straight presidential vote
By EVANS DONNELL
Daily Nowa

Contract Bridge

Famous Hand
Tomorrow: Vanishing act.
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
* A 1097
V Q 10 984 2
•Q
+K 3
WEST
EAST
48
4QJ632
V A K3
765
•96 2
•KJ10754
+Q 5 2
+86
SOUTH
4 K 54
J
•A 83
+ A J 10 9 7 4
The bidding:
South
Tf,

West

1+
1•
3+
'Pass
3 NT

North East

2V
3

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
The year was 1920. Women had just gained the
right to vote under the 19th
Amendment. Republicans Warren
G. Harding and Calvin Coolidge
were on the ticket for president,
while Democrats hoped Ohio
Gov. James Cox and the young
former assistant secretary of the
Navy, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
would reach the Oval Office.
Mary O'Connor of Bowling
Green cast her first vote for president that year, siding with the
Democrats, who lost by more
than 7 million popular votes and
nearly 300 electoral votes.
O'Connor, 99, already has voted in the 1992 election, her 19th
consecutive participation in a

presidential race.
"I feel it's a duty," said
O'Connor, who voted by absentee ballot for GeorgeBush this
year. "I felt it's like ... going to
church."
She voted for Democrats until
1984, when she cast her ballot for
Ronald Reagan in his successful
re-election bid against Democrat
Walter Mondale. She voted for
Bush in 1988.
Her late husband, John, was a
Democrat, as were her father and
brother. Since their deaths,
O'Connor said she has "decided
to vote on my own."
"I don't know whether I think
this way because I'm older, but I
think (the campaigns and candidates) are more frivolous than
they were when I was young. I
think it takes more wisdom to run
the country."

RISING-TO THE CHALLENGE

Pass
Pass

It would be much easier to play
perfectly if you could see all four
hands. As it is,though ,you get to see
only 13 cards during the bidding
period,and only 26 cards during the
play period. Despite this limitation,
however, a player can occasionally
achieve perfection.
Consider this deal played during
the 1978 World Championshein the
match between New Zealand and
Canada.The bidding went as shown
when New Zealand sat North-South
and wound up in three notrump.
Looking at all four hands, it can
be seen that West's most effective
opening lead is the king ofdiamonds!
If he leads any other diamond,South
will make at least three notrump by
establishing his clubs.
Furthermore,even if West makes
the sensational lead of the king of
diamonds, declarer can counter this
stroke — if he also sees all four hands
— by winning the king with the ace,
leading the jack of clubs and playing
low from dummy after West follows
low. Nine cold tricks — if you can see
around corners.
But what actually happened, you
may ask? Well,the fact is that West,
Joe Silver of Montreal, did lead the
king of diamonds and wound up defeating the contract four tricks! He
reasoned that if declarer had the A-

✓

Q of diamonds, his king lead would
do no harm,while if declarer had the
ace without the queen the king lead
might catch the singleton queen.
It is true that South could have
made the contract by guessing which
way to take the club finesse, as mentioned before. But in practice, after
winning the third round ofdiamonds
with the ace, South led the jack of
clubs and, when West followed low,
went up with the king, returned a
club,finessed the nine,and finished
with only five tricks.
Obviously,only one player at the
table was wearing X-ray glasses!

gm

Slock *2276

Save $25021 05
A/C - AM/FM - Moldings - Stripes - Rear
Defroster - Dual Mirrors - Delay Wiper - Floor
Mats - Power Steering - Air Bag

1993 Dodge Daytona Sport
Stock #93033

Save $1,113
"
3.9 Liter - V-6 - A/C - AM/FM Cass. - Cast
Aluminum Wheels - Rear Step Bumper - Cloth
Seat - Tachometer - Sport Stripe

1993 Dodge Dynasty
Stock #93020

3.3 Liter - V-6 - NC - Pwr. Windows - Locks Mirrors - Tilt - Cruise - AM/FM Cass. - Wire
Wheel Covers - Air Bag

1993 Chrysler 5th Ave.
Stock #93038

-0

keeping our nation free isn't an easy .job. It takes the combined efforts of
dedicated people who can rise to meet MIN' challenge. People like the proud
men and women of the U.S. Navy. From the polar ice to the tropics. the Navy
rises to the challenge even. day. Representing us, defending us and making
I s proud ()four country. All around the world, they're out there li)r America.

IT'S YOUR NAVY. /
Imo am am Imo

uni NNE

mmi me me dm

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

1992 Dodge Shadow

Save $4,694°7

mom ma

$30

PAGE 11

1992 Dodge Daytona

that he had received information
about a fifth killing and was
searching for the body of a man
from out of state who had known
Foley.
But Owens said at the time that
it was too early to say whether
Foley was involved in any new
killings. In fact, he said, Foley
was one of several people who
had volunteered information
about the killing and asked for an
investigation.
Foley, who has been identified
by Ohio law-enforcement sources
as an FBI informant, was moved
three days ago from the Madison

The four victims found in the
septic tank were Calvin Reynolds, 22, of Laurel County, and
Kimberly Bowersock, 20, Lillian
Contino, 28, and Jerry McMillen,
36, all of Van Wert, Ohio.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Save s4,848°°
3.3 Liter - V-6 - NC - Windows - Locks - Tilt Cruise - Pwr. Seat - Wire Wheel Covers - Pwr.
Trunk Release - Air Bag

1993 Conversion Van

EXAMINATION

Stock #93074

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

II)
Ii

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professionalst,iropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Save '4,79975

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwyrk.

3/4 Ton - Auto. - A/C - Cass. - Windows Locks - Tilt - Cruise - Wheels - Vacuum - 1st
Aid Kit Etc.

FREE.
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANO WITHIN 72, HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT •

CALL

I

$30

I

VALUE

for your

FREE

appointment

NOW!
Plirr eklA

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
issmums me mom immi UM MMI

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

759-1116

ISM MEW MIM WEN EMI EMI WM Wmw sew mew wme sem

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU
ma amo
imm
sim

Elorlye

PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Street • Paris, IN

0
Jeep

geese

pogo

642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
All prices plus tax, bile and hoense Savings consist of factory rebate
package and dealer discounts All rebates applied down toward purchase
•Includes first time buyer rebate of $500

•s•

p.
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HOG MARKET

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST -Vinyl and Aluminum Sng
Replacement Nindows•Patio Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
•CertainTeed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
*Reynolds
*Mastic
5 Year Labor Warrenty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P 0 Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-0280

Obituaries

Yernerai-Stals Merlist N4.11 Sinks Nos. I. 1992
Kentucky Portions Aro Nog Market Report Includes 3
goyim Stations Ketelpts: Att. 165, KO.315 barrows &
GlIts .25-.511 taper Se., slondy
.25
US 1-2 230-2.51 No.--------SJSAS-3111
1135.1111.37.50
US 1.2 215.2341 lb..
US 13 2.36-31/0 lbs.-----.—
5216.511.37311
US 3.4 20-270 lbs.
Soles
SX.011.21.00
US 1-2 275.3541 l5s.
527.64-211.•11
US 1-3 MANI lb..
S311.01.211.11111
lbs.----...
US 1-3 401-525
1311.06.31.11
op.
US 1.3 525
125.115.341.1111
US 13 314.500 lb..
Mors mostly S14.3•.25.541

sits•-saris

•1111

Investments Since 1S5 I

Stock Market
Report

Bring the sound of music
back into your life with
Qualitone's §
4.7

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

'Price

se

Rev. Joe Pat Thornton
The Rev. Joe Pat Thornton, three grandchildren, Keila Sue
Cumberland Presbyterian minis- Edwards, Stephen Hester and Steter, 52, of 1505 Diuguid Dr., phanie Hester, two stepgrandchilMurray, died today at 9:45 a.m. dren, Dale Powell and Michael
at Murray-Calloway County Hos- Powell.
Also surviving are two
pital. His death followed an
,brothers, James Ed Thornton and
extended illness.
Survivors include his wife, wife, Diane, Jonesville, La., and
Mrs. Linda Sue Marshall Thorn- Laymon Falwell Thortnon and
ton; two daughters, Mrs. Cynthia wife, Patricia, Murray; his
Jo Hester and husband, Eugene, mother-in-law, Mrs. Lucille MarRt. 2, Murray, and Mrs. Regina shall, Rt. 2, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Sue Edwards, Rt. 4, Murray; one
son, Thomas Keith Thornton and Home will be in charge of funeral
wife, Ronda, Nashville, Tenn.; and burial arrangements.

Joseph (Cas) Humphreys
Joseph (Cas) Humphreys, 88,
Dickson, Tenn., formerly of
Hazel, died Sunday at 9:45 p.m.
at Green Valley Health Center,
Dickson.
Born April 22, 1904, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Lee Humphreys and Lula
McClain Humphreys. He was a
retired farmer.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Myrtie Cooper Humphreys,
Dickson; one daughter, Mrs.
Elsie Hewett and husband,

Chg

Mrs. Velma P. Andrus

Mrs. Myrtle Mae Vandyke
K-AMP® CIRCUIT

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..---.--5.611
DJIA Previous Close---3240.06
Air Products..................... 48
Bell South
1/B
Briggs & Stratton..---S0'!. 1/4
Chrysier--.........-.----20/4 - 1/4
Dean Foods..-.--.-...-... 283/s mac
5$1/4. 1/B
Fisher
vac
Ford Motor.....---.--.-38sIs
General EJectric..-.--.-.77/
3
4
General Motors--.---.30/
1
2
Goodyear........_
+ 3/B
I B
+ 1/4
Ingersoll Rand------313
/
4 + 1/4
•••••••-2,6i/s +
K U Energy---.
273/1 1/1
-.---.13/
1
2 - 1/5
Kroger
LG&
- 1/4
McDonalds
inc
J.C. Penney..........-...-.-7Ss/s • 14
Peoples First*.--.-. 313/4B 321/2A
Quaker Oats-......
- 1/4
Schering-Plough-.
Sears.....-.....--.
Texaco.....-........-IIflC
Time Warner.—.
1/11
331/3 + 1/4
UST
........—.6214 unc

AUTOMATIC OPERATION
-High Fidelity Sound
.
Ovatity
-Enhances Speech
Reception In Noise
-Puts Noise Where
It Belongs...
In The Background.

SPECIAL OFFER
Expires 12-24-92
-Free Hearing Test
-$100 Off New K-AMP
Hearing Aid

•H ,Illard Lyons Is a matIcot maker In this stodc.

Call For Appointment
753-8055

A

Stoneslang

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information

HIWARD
LYONS

ffy
:
, Available

Upon Request.

Hearing Aid Center
206 South 4th, Murray

0111' Be.1 i,
Lyou, Pc • Vaseis MIE onl WC

Two New Services For Your Convenience
Let us better serve you. While
you wait for your prescriptions,
we will send your packages via the
United Parcel Service or FAX
Important documents or letters to
their proper destination.

ups

FAX

(502) 753-4190

Charlie's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
753-4175

Glendale at Whitnell
flours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
OPEN
DOORS
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

Before the Need Arises...

r

ip)

A 0.

Mrs. Velma P. Andrus, 85, Rt. Andrus, Rt. 1, Dexter, and Leon
er, Mrs. Dene Sills and husband, 1, Hardin, died
The funeral for Mrs. Myrtle
Friday at 3:20 Andrus, Brewers; nine grandchilMae Vandyke was Sunday at 2 the Rev. Terry, Rt. 7, Benton; p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, dren; seven great-grandchildren.
one son, Jerry Douglas Vandyke Benton.
p.m. in the chapel of Miller FunThe funeral was Sunday at 2
eral Home of Murray. The Rev. and wife, Elizabeth, Bellingham,
She was a member of Union
p.m.
in the chapel of Collier FunRobert Johnson and the Rev. Wash.; three sisters, Mrs. Larue Hill Church of
Christ.
One
eral
grandHome, Benton. John Hicks
On
and husband, Glynn, Mrs. child preceded
Glynn Orr officiated. Mrs. Susan
her in death.
officiated.
Bertie Jenkins and Mrs. Jewel
Lee was organist.
Survivors include one daughtPallbearers were Bennett ForKey, all of Puryear, Tenn.; five ers, Mrs. Peggy Jean
Burial was in Union Hill
Mills, Rt. 1,
tune, Mark Paschall, Morris Jenk- grandchildren, Mrs. Laura Pas- Hardin; two sons, James
Cemetery.
Franklin
ins, Warren Sykes, Ralph Galli- chall and husband, Mark, Murray,
Mrs. Terrie Fortune and husband,
more, Ortis Guthrie, Dwane
Bennett, Paducah, Steve Sills,
Jones and Joe Miller.
Burial was in Puryear City Jackson, Mich., and Jerry Patrick
Vandyke and Teresa Vandyke,
Cemetery, Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Vandyke, 82, of 913 Seattle, Wash.; five greatLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A on the Blue Jays' part," said Jane
Story, Murray, died Friday at grandchildren, Mark Austin Pascity official hopes some of the Vimont, a legislative liaison in
12:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway chall, Amanda Paschall, Jill Forinterest generated by Toronto's the mayor's office who is orgaCounty Hospital.
tune, Tara Sills and Aaron
,._)yorld baseball champions will sizing Kentucky's first Canada
Survivors include one daught- .Vandyke.
spill over to Kentucky's first - Week celebra,tion in Lexington:.
Vimont met with Canadian
Canada Week, to be heleNov.
business and tourism leaders in
14-21 in Lexington.
"I thought it was great timing Toronto last week to complete
Mrs. Patricia Ann Twilla Love, at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville;
plans for the event.
59, Huntsville, Ala., died Satur- two sons, Tim Love and Mark
The goal of Canada Week is to
day at 7 p.m. at a hospital at Love, Huntsville; her mother,
develop enhanced and sustained
Huntsville.
Mrs. Dora Twilla, Dyersburg,
relationships between Canada and
Her death was from injuries Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Sandra
Kentucky in trade, tourism and
sustained in an accident while Sharett, Minnesota; two brothers,
cultural exchange.
Events will include trade disriding a bicycle and being Dr. Ron Twilla, Milan, Tenn.,
cussions, public lectures, perforattacked by a dog. Family mem- and Joe Twilla, California; her
mances by artists and musicians
bers said she was wearing a hel- mother-in-law, Mrs. Winnie
CARROLLTON, Ky. (AP) — and a film festival. Also on tap: a
met at the time of the accident. Love, and two sisters-in-law,
She had requested her organs be Mrs. Joan Bowker and husband, Kentucky State Police are investi- dinosaur exhibit for children and
John, and Mrs. Elsie Thurman gating the death of a Carrollton a visit from the Royal Canadian
donated to those on the waiting and husband, Charles, all of man who was found in his car Mounted Police.
list for donors.
Murray.
hours after he had been choked
"The event is kind of multiMrs. Love was a graduate of
The funeral will be Tuesday at and punched in a tavern brawl. faceted in that it combines trade,
Murray State University and had 2 p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Police said the man, James tourism and cultural exchange,"
taught voice and piano. She was 600. Governors Dr., Huntsville.
Darren Frazier, 24, was driven said Jennifer Kane, director of
a 'member of First Baptist
In charge of arrangements is home by his wife after the fight the Kentucky World Trade CenChurch, Huntsville.
Laughlin Funeral Home, 2320 in the early morning hours ter. "But the main thrust of it is
Survivors include her husband, Bob Wallace Ave., Southwest Saturday.
the business part. Kentucky and
James Hunter Love, an engineer Huntsville.
Police said his wife witnessed Canada is a good trade link."
the fight, and she and everyone
Canada is Kentucky's largest
else present assumed her husband foreign trading partner with annuhad merely passed out. Frazier al exports from the sfate totaling
was put in the car, and she took almost $1 billion. Among compaMrs. Vernie M. Kear, 76, Mt. and Carl Kear and wife, Brenda, him to their home in a mobile nies exporting to Canada are LexJuliet, Tenn., died Friday at 11:30 1501 Henry St., Murray; 15 home park on Kentucky 227. In mark and Valvoline.
a.m. at a hospital at Madison grandchildren including Clint the morning, she discovered that
Kear and Kendra Kear of Murray; he was dead.
Tenn.
Survivors include two daught- nine great-grandchildren.
At the tavern, Frazier, who had
ers, Mrs. Bobbie Goodman, Mt.
been drinking, began "bullying"
The funeral will be Tuesday at two men, who tried to get away
Juliet, and Mrs. Lois Moseley,
Watertown, Tenn.; three sons, 10 a.m. in the chapel of Huffs from him, according to the police
Hubert Kear Jr., Fairfield, Texas, Funeral Home, Whitesboro, report. When he persisted, the
James Kear, Nashville, Tenn., Texas.
men turned on him and punched
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
and choked him, the report said.
There were no big winners in
Saturday night's $3 million Kentucky Lotto drawing, lottery officials said.
Mrs. Willa C. Winters, 79, and Wife, Shirley, CampbellsvilThe jackpot for the Wednesday
Marion, died Saturday at 7 p.m. le; two grandchildren, Mrs. Lisa
night drawing will be worth $3.5
at Crittenden County Hospital Winters Ray, Murray, and Brad
Claghorn.
million.
there.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m.
Twenty-three people matched
She was a member of Sulphur
HITCHINS, Ky. (AP) — A
in the chapel of Gilbert Funeral
five of the six winning numbers,
Springs Baptist Church there.
northeastern Kentucky teen-ager
and each will receive $921, the
Born Feb. 20, 1913, she was Home, Marion. The Rev. James
was fatally wounded Sunday
lottery said. Another 1,294 will
the daughter of the late Albert Lee is officiating.
while he and a friend were pracPallbearers are Floyd Myers,
get $45 each for matching four of
Pete Patterson and Martha Jane
target shooting, Kentucky
ticing
Jewel Myers, Herbert Winters,
the numbers.
Cox Patterson.
State Police said.
Pete
Shaffer, Eddie Shaffer and
The winning numbers were 10,
Survivors include her husband,
Simmons, 15, of Denton
David
26,
29, 30, 39 and 43.
David Winters; one daughter, Billy Fox.
and a 16-year-old male were
Burial will follow in Mexico
Mrs. Joyce Claghorn, Fredonia;
in
Hitchins
behind a home in
one son, Dr. Kenneth Winters Cemetery there, Marion.
Have you cou,idered
Carter County shooting with a
.22-caliber pistol at about 8:45
uAng color?
a.m. EST, said Trooper Gary
Color in ads has proven
Kistner of the Ashland post.
While Simmons' friend was
to attract more readers.
taking a turn, a bullet struck SimIn
a survey of 2,000
mons in the upper right arm,
exited Simmons' arm and entered
Kentucky households,
Simmons' chest, Kistner said.
71 percent of the responSimmons was pronounced dead
dents said they were
on arrival at King's Daughters'
Medical Center.
more likely to read an
Kistner did not identify Simad with color than one
mons' friend because he is a
without.
juvenile.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 1991
The case was under
The Preston Group. Lexington. It!,
investigation.

State to hold Canada Week

Mrs. Patricia Ann Twilla Love

Police investigating
death of man found in
car after tavern brawl

Mrs. Vernie M. Kear

No ticket matches
winning numbers
for Lotto jackpot

Mrs. Willa C. Winters

Teen fatally
wounded during
target shooting

KIDS EAT

FREE!

C-'

•

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.
Bel-Air Centel
753-0440

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

George, Dickson; one sister, Mrs.
Evelyn Phillips, Port St. Lucie,
Fla.; one brother, Charles W.
Humphreys, Murray; two grandchildren, Melissa Stapp and
Melinda McClurkan, Dickson.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. Burial
will follow in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.

753-6800

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.
iriti\z
--Thom 1988 Chevrolet
Sportside
#74941

White,
Power
L ocks

AM/FM
Cassette,
Windows, Power

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

'13,000
Pelts

753-2617
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Classified

DEADLINES .

TO PLACE AN AD CALI.

Deadlines are 2 days in advance .and are as follows':
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Domestic and Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

010

120
130
140
150
.155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
260
380

MERCIIANDISE
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

290
530

SERVICES
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

010

010

Legal
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a
5.11 acre tract of land located in the southeast corner of Fallbrook
Subcilvisfon from R-4 (Multi-Family residential) to B-2 (Highway
Business). A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, November 17, 1992 at 7:00
p.m. in the Council Chamber, City Hall, Fifth and Poplar Streets. All
interested persons are invited to attend. A description follows:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the City of Murray,
County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast
Quarter of Section 15, Township 2, Range 4 East and being further
described at follows:
Commencing at an iron pin found 25' south of the centerline of
Utterback Road and approximately 677' west of the centerline of U.S.
Highway 641 (North 12th Street), corner of Lot #1 of the Joe M.
Raspberry Plat of Subdivision (see Plat Book 4, Page 77, Slide 277);
thence with the west line of said subdivision south 110 20' 17" east
834.70' to a 1/2" diameter rebar at the northwest corner of the Jerry
Rayburn property(Deed Book 178, Card 473; Plat Book 7,Page 31)to
the point of beginning;
thence: along the west line of the Rayburn property and the west
line of the Jesse Rose Minor Plat(see Plat Book 7,Page 2,Slide 501;
Flat Book 7, Page 31, Slide 530) and the west line of Lot *45,
Stadium View Subdivision (see Plat Book 3, Page 80)south 11°20'
17" east 491.10' to an iron pin in the north line of Lot #46,Stadium
View Subdivision;
thence;along the north line of Stadium View Subdivision south 82°
01' 57" west 498.43' to a point;
thence, north 8° 07' 27" west 440.08' to a point;
thence; north 81° 52' 33" east 211.22' to the point of curvature of a
curve;
thence; along the arc of said curve to the left 102.08' said curve
having a radius of 125' and a chord which bears north 589 28' 49"
east 99.27' to a point;
thence; north 789 39' 43" east 168.83' to the point of beginning.
.

If further information is needed, please contact the Department of
Planning and Engineering at 762-0330.
Robert Dunn, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

Don Elias, City Planner
City of Murray

020

020

Notice

VCR Service
All Brands

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753.2255

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If

your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
lree local claim serv)oe'

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY

94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,

OPEN TO THE PURL IC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

PO Box 1033

Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

753-4199

753-1916
280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE
enta
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car
Lowest rates in
town

753-6910
AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
Tues
474-8119,
1 800-649-3804

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

560
570

ADOPTION:Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonderful
future to your newborn All
legal, medical and living
expenses Raid. Let us help
you. 1-800-643-3845.

Card of 'Thanks
74 family of
Treas would
likf to t.Apress our
thanks and appreciation to all who showed
so much concern during
Mahlon's extended illness and death. Your
prayers, visits, cards,
flowers and food was
appreciated. or the
Murray Calloway Co.
Hospital, Clark Medical Center, Dr. Blalock
Murray
Calloway
91orrte Health, and Hos.
pia Services, Hospital
Chaplain
Rebecca
Church. Ifianki to
Miller Funenitfor their
excellent service. Bro.
'int Alfordfor the message and words of condolence and constant
visitation. South Pleasant grove Church
Choir, director Truman
Whitfield,
organist
Tommy gains. To the
pallbearers. To our
friends and nethbors.
May the Lord bless
each of you is our
prayer.
Clara `Inas
lune Andrews
& family

470
480
485
480
495
500
510
520

1"

2"

3"

4"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

2

8.00

16.00

3

5"

6"

7"

8"

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

10.00 20.00

90.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00

30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00;

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

V'

1(Y'
I

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Help Wanted:
Mature, responsible
people for deli, stockers, checkers.
Apply in person:
Owens Food Market
Main St., Murray.

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st day.
5g per word per day for each additional consecutive day
extra
for
shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide
$1.75
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

150

1110

Help
Wanted

250

MAYALL Restoration Service at Hardin, KY is now
taking applications for employment; hiring carpenters, painters and cleaning
Ladies Apply in person between 800 and 4 30 or by
appointment.
NEEDED Certified Nursing
Assistants, all shifts, excellent salary, competitive
benefits. Apply in person,
Monday -Friday,
9:00a-5:00p, Haws Memorial, 1004 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY.

SEWING lobs wanted. in
eluding formal wear
753-1061

Ogo-0

Articles
For Sale

Business
Services

Mobile
Homes For Sale

900 BUSINESS Opportuni
ties Recorded call reveals
amazing details 24hrs
502-569-1807, LDI-1111

TIRES, Tires, Tires New
and used Warehouse Tire,
400 Industrial Rd , Murray.
753-1111

PRIVATE Investigato
0.8 A. Confidential Invest
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641

1975, 12x70 NICE 2br,
1/, bath, with many extras,
recently redecorated, must
sell 753-1410

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray.
OLD gas, oil and coca cola
signs Pedal cars and tractors Old stone jugs with
advertisements on them
Ask for Larry at 753-3633
TOPPER for swb Dodge
Dakota
After 5pm
489-2308
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262, 901-642-6290

FIREWOOD $20 rick you
pick up Saturday,85 only
436 5800

HEXAGON stand up tanning booth with dressing

room, like new

LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms
rentals.
and sportswear
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square 1608 N 121 Mur
ray 753 6981

Papa John's Pizza now hiring
assistant managers in Murray, Ky.
•training program provided
•vacation benefits
'insurance available
•competitive wages
Apply in person:

Papa John's Pizza
Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

MOVING! Have for sale,
nice luxurious sofa and
matching loveseat Asking
$750. Will consider selling
separate. Call 753-7726
and ask for Greg or Dawn.
PRESSED back chairs, set
of 6, old, $450 474-0115.
QUEEN size sleeper sofa
and matching loveseat
Mauve and gray $190
759-4820

Mobile
Homes For Sale

CUMMINGS Voter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
FOR sale $19,000 obo
12x52, 2br, on 1 acre lot
Wel hook-up, double underpinning, fenced in backyard, near East Elementary, not in trailer park Seri° us inquiries only

Jerry Pendergrass
is now associated with
BARGAIN

HOME

CENTER in PARIS,
TN. If you're interested
in buying a manufactured home, and you
haven't shopped with
us, come on over and
let Jerry show you our
wide selection of 14'
wides, 16' wides &
double wides, plus
several used homes
and repos to choose
from. Some 1992's left
at great sale prices,
and 1993's arriving
daily. Big selection,
great prices, dependable service & friendly
folks - What more can
you ask?

Bargain
Home Center
Hwy. 641 South
(Camden Hwy.)
Paris, TN
901-644-1176
Open Sundays!

759-9980 leave message
280
Mobile
Homes For Rini
SHADY Oaks - 2 or abr
electric or gas Walking d ts
tance to college 753-5209

Mobile
Home Left For Rest
MOBILE Home Village,
available now $75/mo , includes water Coleman RE.
753-9898
310

Business
Rentals
4 CAR clean-up shop ofice, paved lot, air
753-4509
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture. Appliances, and Misc. Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

COMPLETE grain bin
blower, 1 0-1 2hp
753-3229
290

Sprats
EquiPoloat
FOR lease, goose blind in
Ballard County, adjacent to
the refuge Sportsman's
Supply, 247-6928 or
247-2115
REMINGTON 870 12ga
Fox 12ga automatic
753-2816

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598

NUTRM0NISTS
The Purchase District Health Department
is seeking applicants for Senior Nutritionists.
The current vacant position is in the Diabetes/
Chronic Disease Program. Job duties include
direct counseling and professional education.
This position is based in Mayfield, Kentucky,
serving the entire Purchase area. Daily travel
and out-of-town training is required. Most
activities are daytime-weekdays. Minimum
qualifications are a Bachelor's degree and
registration by the Commission of Dietetic
Registration of the ADA, or a certified nutritionist as defined by the Kentucky Board of
Certification. Opportunities for professional
growth. Minimum annual salary is $20,700,
with regular increases. Good fringe benefit
package.
Applications may be picked up at any area
health department. Applications and a copy of
a transcript should be mailed to Purchase
District Health Department, P.O. Box 2357,
Paducah, KY 42002-2357. For more information, call (502) 444-9625, or (502) 247-1490.
Applications are accepted on a continuous
basis. Resumes do not substitute for formal
applications. Equal Opportunity Employer.

220

ENCLOSED cargo trailer
753-3229

Call
more PIANO tuning, expert ser

information

ALLIANCE

EARTH tone floral couch
loveseat chair, good condi
tion,- $100. 753-3305 •
6 00-9:00pm.

2 SMALL mobile homes at
Neal Starks Motor Sales
437-4424

270

GE WASHER and dryer,
$75 489 2296

753 96 5 3 for

4::::41001
• 19111.CONER
TURA II INOUlall

270

Business
OpportunIty

BREAKTIME Billiards, lo- WATER heaters, electric,
cated in Dixieland Shop- round, double heating eleping Center, Murray, KY. ments, five year guarantee
Serious inquiries only. on glass lined tank. Your
759-9303, business hours, choice, 30,40, or 50 gallon,
DO you need a JOB, or do open lpm daily or
$139.99. Wallen Hardware,
you need help in making 442-2900 LuAnn Edwards,
Downtown, Pans.
positive advances for the owner.
future? We have 22 JOB
YOU haul it, Ashley wood
OPENINGS for people bestove with blower, $50.
tween the ages of 16-22
474-0115.
years, if you are not in
school Cal 753-9378 five
15s
days a week between COMPUTERS-Sales &
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an Service, free set-up & trainAppliances
EOE. This project is funded ing, home/office. Hawkins
EMERSON corn pact apartby the Western Kentucky Research, 753-7001
ment refrigerator, used 1
Private Industry Councilmonth, new condition, in
JTPA.
110
box, $75. 435-4597.
Want
HOUSE Inspectors No
To Buy
LJKE new freezer, $200
exp. necessary. Will train
753-9644
Up to $800 wkly. Call ANTIQUES by the piece o
219-769-6649, ext H-239, collections Call 753-9433
after 5prn
9am to 9pm, 7 days

UffINIIICS

PLAN your Christmas party
at Pizza Magic. Aurora Call
4 74 8 1 1 9
or
1 800 649 3804 for avail
able dates and details

Days

TRANSPORTATION

NEEDED LPN for 11p-7a
shift. Competitive salary
with benefits including dental insurance. Apply in person, Monday -Friday,
9:00a-5,00p, Haws Memor- T/i TON gas twin pack
ial, 1004 Holiday Lane, Ful- high efficiency heat and a/c
ton, KY.
unit. 753-1300, 9am-6pm.
PARK RANGERS Game 489-2116, 7pm-10pm.
wardens, security, mainte- 901-642-5300
nance etc No exp neces- ASHLEY wood stove, used
sary For information call 2 seasons 328-8037 after
219-769-6649, ext. 7159, 4pm
8am-8pm, 7 days
WANTED 100 people to BOGARD trucking and ex060
haul top
lose weight now. 100% na- cavating, inc We
Help
fill dirt, white
tural, no willpower re- soil, gravel,
Wantod
rock, rip rap 759-1828
quired. 100% guaranteed.
BABYSITTER wanted to Call 502-554-8730.
CEMETERY lot in Murray
keep 3 year old in our home
WANTED barmaids, wait- Memorial Gardens. section
and do light housekeeping.
*1 in Garden of Cnstus,
resses, dancers, $500 plus
Immediate opening. Refer753-7481 after 5pm.
weekly. Doll House Cate, $300.
ences required. For inforParis, TN. 642-4297, 4-12 COMPLETE set of original
mation call 436-2848.
Star Trek collectors plates,
3 porcelain dolls and set of
070
FULL time driver, 93,
mugs Send aS AS E for
Domestic
F-350, 3 car hauler. avermore information to B Wil11
Childcare
age 3000 miles per week,
hams. Route 1 Box 228
pays loaded and unloaded
CHILD Care in my home Springville, TN 38256
Apply in person. Premier meals included 474-8646
Motors, Hardin, 9am-4pm
COOPER tires with miWILL stay with sick, elderly leage warranty Lifeline
anytime References
Classic 60,000 miles
753-4590
Kentucky
Monogram 50.000 miles
Trendsetters 40,000 miles
Fried
Warehouse Tire, 400 InChicken
dustrial Road, Murray,
753-1111

Has
immediate
opening In management for Murray and Mayfield.
Apply In person,
Murray, 1-4 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri. No
phone calls.

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 601 Discount 3rd Run.
'All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period 1
$1.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.

Free Column
Wanted

060

Personals

'Effective Jan 2, 1991;

Miscellaneous
Public Sale

LEARN TO CFIVE
TRACTOR • TFCLERS
TOP !RALE P MANG CENTERS
1.11111ANON.•N

Classified Ad Rates

MISCELLANEOUS
240
410
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

025

Le gal
Notice

L.
Notice

This tract contains 5.1157 acres.
Deed Reference: Deed Book
Card

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer
cury has new heavy duty oil
barrels for sale $13 each
Call 753 5273
RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUARANTEED! To kill rats and
mice Available at Murray
True Value Home and Auto
Hardware North Side
Shopping Center Murray,
KY
SOLO Flex for sale $550 or
best offer Call 753 8477
ask for Bob

vice and repair John
GottschaW, 753-9600
210

Illeceasneous
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U S and foreign
coins at Hobee s Coin and
Card Shop. 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile tin Aurora)
Stamps and stamp supplies we featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Cen
ter in Murray) We appraise
estates and are active buy
ers of coins and stamps
Call 502 753 4161

WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATORS
Al the Department of Enployment Services, Mayfield, KY
8.00 am WI 4.30 p.m. Monday through Thursday
We are looking br men and women who can reflect our most
important oblectives of producing quality products, valuing our
customers and ensunng the safety and development of our
employees To create a safe and desirable work environment for
you, we conduct drug screening on al potential new employees
Our normal right shift work week will begin on Sunday night and
and on Friday morning each week Our working hours will be 10 00
pm to 630 rim or 1115 pm to 745 am daily
Competitive Income
Employee Irsurance
Paid Vacations
Credit Union

WE OFFER
Paid Holidays
Weekly Pay Checks
Person
Much More

Apply et Department of Employment Services
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066
1.00 sm. - 4:30 pm Monday • Friday
Equal Opportunity Empioyer 1.4f 1-1

Si

•••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
2 3 or 4BR furnished
partments, nice near uni
ersity 753-6111 daytime
53-0606 nights
AND 2 bedroom apart
lents All nice and dean
-200-$325 gas heat
'53-8767
1BR apt . partially turn
;tied wing some utilities
aid 753-8634
BR furnished apartment
ear hospital Deposit reluired Phone 492-8662 ator 5pm
I OR 2br apts near downown Murray 753-4109

3BR, 2 bath house on 16th
Street, 1 year lease mini
mum 3br, 2 bath house on
Main St available 1215.
single family only, 1 year
lease minimum Office
space available Mur-Cal
Realty, 753-4444
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 for more
information

3BR 2 bath condominium
753 3293 after 6prn

1 ROOM efficiency apart
ment very near MSU
available now Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref,
dishwasher, w/d hook-up.
central h/a, $350/mo Deposit required No pets
753-9240

9 RED poll heifers to calve
in March 1993 Bred to
easy calving bull $750
Call after 7pm,492-8302 or
435-4458

2BR duplex off 94E
$230/mo rent and deposit
No pets 753-8848 before
8pm

FOR sale, Timothy, Jap
mixed hay 489-2355

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting, You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2tx
units 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 2br duplex, all appliances, utility room, central gas heat/air, $425/mo
753-9302 leave message.

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies 753-4545 759-1823,
753-6763
REGISTERED walking
horse stallion, 20 months
old, gentle. good blood line
753-0156 after 6pm.

NEW 2br duplex carport,
appliances gas heat, deck
$400orno 753-7457

A KC German Shepherds, 2
exceptional litters, German
bloodline American bloodline Bred for sound structure, intelligence, temperament and protective instinct Health guaranteed
wormed and shots started
Deposit accepted Will hold
until
Christmas
901-644-3316

NEW large 2br, utility room,
gas water heater/beat, low
utilities, appliances, deposit, $390/mo. Call after
5pm, 753-8828

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

TAKING applications for
secbon 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hifidale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

LOVING families needed
for AKC Collie pups shots
$75
and wormed
328-8092

NEW 2br duplex gas heat,
w d hook-up 10x10 deck
408 Northwood Dr ,
$400/mo References and
deposit required 753-4873
after 3 30pm

340
Houses
For Reat
1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath
carpeted. stove, refrigera
tor, freezer, central hie, wid
hook-up, no pets $360/mo
$300 deposit 759-1265
1BR farmhouse, 7 miles
east of Murray Unfurnished w/c1 hook-up wood
or electric heat no pets
Deposit and references required Available immediately 753-8349 after 5pm
or weekends
2 3 AND 4 bedroom homes
for rent $375-$500 All nice
and clean 753-8767
3BR house, 1604 Main St
central gas heat a/c
$450/mo, on campus
753-6111 days, 753-0606
nights
BEAUTIFUL 3br home in
Panorama Shores Excellent country location Many
extras 615 358 3820 after
4pm
HOUSES for rent Large
4bdrrn $500/mth and 3br.
$350/mth Call 762-4483 or
753-7210 Great for students or family
VERY nice 4br, 2 bath on
north 4th street $500/rno
Lease and security deposit
required 753-4109

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

READY TO MOVE IN. 3br, 1990 OLDS Cutlass Su- NICE 20 year old Mercedes
newly decorated inside and preme International Series Benz
$3500 obo
out Must see For appoint- Sedan HO quad 4 rare 354-8712
ment call 753 7027
5-speed, loaded excellent
condition, 43K miles, dark
TOTALLY redecorated and
blue. $9800 437-4449
renovated 3 bedroom
leave message
home on 1 acre lot Located
between Murray and Ken- BMW 528E Sedan, burtucky Lake Attractive gandy, power windows, 1972 JEEP CJ5, good
home and attractive price
moonroof/sunroof Runs shape 753-9563 after
Just reduced to $62,500 great Price negotiable 5pm
Contact Kopperud Realty Looks sharp' Call
1977 FORD pick-up. 351M
753-1222 MLS 44570
489-2749
motor, good Transmission
CAR Stereo Installation bad. As is, $300 obo
180
753-0113. Sunset Boule- 492-8696
Auto
vard Music, Murray's Al1979 CHEVROLET SilverServices
pine Car Audio Specialist, ado swb, fully loaded
JOHN'S Auto and Truck Dixieland Center, 1 block 753-6063 after 5pm
Repair Sun roofs, cruise from MSU dorms
controls installed Cars
hand washed, waxed. Burgular alarms, rear window
defrosters installed
474-8855.

LAKE BARGAIN! 3+
ACRES-57,900. Nicely
wooded lot w deeded
access Barkley Lake On
county rd wlutils and pro
tective covenants Perfect
for cabin near the lake
Financing
Call
800 858 1323 Woodland
Acres, 830-8 30 7 days

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales Appraisals Property
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD
JUST Reduced' This large
commercial building has
been reworked, rewired
and reroofed Vacant arid
ready for your business
605 Maple St $48,500
MLS 44392 Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222
MARINA/RESORT
Located near Murray Ky
on Kentucky Lake this fully
operating resort features 7
cottages, owner/caretaker
home. 32 slip boat dock
and 6 2 acres of prime
lakefront Contact KopRealty,
perud
502-753-1222

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City water, natural gas. cablevison 3 310 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest fl
nancing available
753-5841 or 753-1566
450
Farms
For Sale

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST0114 WOODWORKING

ATTENTION Hunters: 101
acres, 9 miles west of
Hazel, tots of deer and
turkey, $35,000 759-1701.
A60
Homes
For Sale
10+ ACRES partially
wooded: with creek plus
nice 3br home, just waiting
for you. Offered in Mid
$50's MLS 44536 Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
BACK ON THE MARKET
3BR, 1 bath brick house for
sale by owner located in
Murray Good condition If
qualified could also be purchased under FmHA
$37,900. 753-0356.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1974 OLDS Omega,grandmother's car, a/c, p/s,
26.000 actual miles, very
good condition, $2300.
759-1788.

.Drop by & see our showroom
409 S UNBURY.MUR RAY (Behind Bunny B read '1
753-5940
4111111

LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
Christopher
7634726
ria
i ley

1976 FORD Grand Torino,
new tres, battery, starter,
body good shape, runs
great, $650. 753-2953.
1977 MERCURY Cougar.
753-3229

ALMOST new home in
town, master bdrm suite
plus 2 bdrm w/large
closets, central gas heat,
cathedral ceilings, attractive decorations, oak cabinets, deck across back
private fenced yard, fireplace 2211sq ft. 753-1362
or 759-4116 after 5pm.

1979 OLDS Station Wagon, 350 V8, very good
shape, good work wagon,
$850 or make best offer.
See at Piggly Wiggly Call
753-2079

&Forget Those Rakes & Bags!
%.‘ Our power blowers & vacuums do
the job right and get it done fast.

1981 DODGE Mirada, red,
1-top, 130xxx miles, p/s,
p/b, p/w, air. $2750
328-8980

1986 FIERO like new, new
clutch, $4000. 753-7870.
1988 MERCURY Cougar,
all power 77xxx miles
898-7265

NICE 3br, 2 bath wicarport,
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage buildings, nice dog kennel, on
large lot in stella area,
$46,500. 489-2964
evenings.

1989 LX MUSTANG hatchback, white w/red int. Sun
roof, power locks and mirrors, cruise control, intermittent wipers Clean Must
see to appreciate $5,000.
502-436-2723

Computers
Home or Office Computer on-site ,
service and sales. Select 386 or 486
IBM compatible systems.
Hawkins Research
Call 10 AM - 10 PM
VISA / MasterCard accepted

753-7001

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Wm Gentry
Rt. 4 Box 177A, Ninny, Ky. 42071

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
4
0
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hau1m:
Call Is Anytime

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J. Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

Bud Stewart Route Mana er
Reduced. You won't believe how neat, attractive
and spacious this split-bedroom is. 3 bedroom,
21/9 bath. Many extras including a large SU nroon,
Priced in the 60's. Call Kopperud Realty.
43468

Kopperud Realty
763-1222

Ntet tet/e1

510

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

Campers
1989 SPORTMAN High
net truck shell Blue with
full pewit, very nice Phone
474-8672

COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm

530
Sonless
Ohered
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimmingtree removal,light
hauling. Free estimates.
Tim Lamb: 436-2528.
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying, Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm: 759-9816, 753-0495.
A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming. Light hauling &
odd jobs. Free estimates.
436-2102, ask for Luke.
AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing. 436-2102
ask for Paul
_ ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc, Free estimates,
489-2303,
AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. References. 759-1110.

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways,hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

BOB'S

Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134
BRYON'S Lawn Service is
taking orders for fall leaf
pick-up. 753-4591

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service . Call Gary at
759-4754.

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
REFINISHING, stripping
custom woodworking
753-8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, dnveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763.
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement new
installation, pumping sewers, footings, basements
Backhoe-loader service
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742

SOUTHERLAND AND
DRYWALL, finishing, reLONG Construction. Home
pairs, additions and blowrepairs and remodeling,
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
roofing, room additions,
FENCE sales at Sears foundation work. Free estinow Call Sears 753-2310 mates. No jobs too big or
for free estimate for your too small Call S&L Construction 753-3870 day or
needs
rught.
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work. SUREWAY Tree & Stump'
Removal. Insured with full
436-2642
line of equipment. Free esGERALD WALTERS. timates. Day or night,
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint753-5484.
ing Free estimates. 18
years experience, Local re- T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleanferences. 489-2267.
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
GUTTERING By Sears: Street 753-6111 office,
Sears residential and com- 753-0606 after 5pm.
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica- THE Gutter Co Seamless
tions Call Sears 753-2310 aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, infor free estimate.
sured Estimate available
HADAWAY Construction: 759-4690
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry, VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
floor covering_ No job too Service Center, cleaningsmall, 436-2052,
servicing $15: most repairs
$35. New location: Route 1,
HOME Improvement SpeAlmo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
cialist, Vinyl siding, winMon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
dows, carports, and patio
WALT'S Mobile Home Reenclosures. 753-0280,
pair Soundproofing, rubK.B. ASSOCIATES Gen- ber coating for roofs, parkeral construction, remodel- ing lot sealing, flat roofs
ing, garages, decks, patios,
repaired 502-436-2776
interior trim 753-0834,
WILL clean gutters,
KITCHEN CABINET RE$15-$25 Call early mornCOVERY existing doors &
ing or evenings 753-8908
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates. Wultf's Recovery
Murray. 436-5560,

LICENSED for electric and
BULLDOZING, backhoe, gas 753-7203
septic system Call Horace MR, Chimney, Chimney
Sholar, 354-8161 after Cleaner, Call 492-8723.
4P(71
PLUMBING repairman with
CARPET and vinyl installa- same day service. Call
bon and repairs, Glen Bob- 436-5255.
bet, 759-1247.

FREE to good home, Lab
puppy, 7 mos old
753-0717

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!
a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad, regularly
priced at $9.60, for

Only $5 A Week!
(If ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)

Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

0.411i mere rlectrIc
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

Poison
Control

1

CLASSIFIEDS

Calloway Co. Fire
& Rescue Squad

YARD
SALE
SEASON

753-7588 753-6952
-All Types 01 Pressure Washing & Steam Cleaning'
Free Estrnates • All Work Guaranteed
Insured

KLEEN TEC
COMMERCIAL HOOD & VENT CLEANING
(502) 753-2848
1209 Kr/kr/cod Murray,_ KY 42071
Terry Tnwean Owner

BUILDERS
ALPHA
enkideling, garages, decks, porches,concrete
!lain link fences Home maintenance

489-2303
BROTHERS
Commercial Waste LAMB
Quality Tree Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Disposal
Dependable • Reliable • Fast Service
1-800-585-6033

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

Services
()tiered

Dial-A-Service is

759-4685

All Types of Refuse Service

711 Main

*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Commercial and Residenbal • Licensed and lnsur
ha
Design Systems Group
James C. Gallimors, Owner
a're
Specializing in Custom Homes • n AuclioAhdeo
502-759-1487
Vieding
installation •• Horne Automaton
Basement De-Watering Systems'''

Gentry Painting Co.

1989 DODGE Ram, very
low mileage excellent condition has some extras
753-1010

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown

7

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

CARPORTS for car and
trucks Special sizes for
motor homes, boats RV's
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill, 759-4664

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience, BOBBY
,
-HOPPER, 436-5848.

Service on all brands window air condiboners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
We Dry Up Wet Basements...Permanently!

988 CHEVY S-10, am/fm
cassette, 5-speed with air,
high mileage great condition 759-9571

I APPLIANCE REPAIR I

Dial-A-Service
Attractive permanent Basement De Watenng System'. mstals In lust an day'
• Our system can be easily installed tr, bott trIstled or unfintshied Oa5ernents 1
• NC OtASKI*1 escavaton Cr yard repays' • Instaled in any season fen or shine,
Call today lox treat Inspection & **firma*

Services
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers 'Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted_
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

S

HOME for sale in quiet
street in older section of 1981 GRANADA 2-door,
town near Murray Middle V-8 See at 103 1/2N 16th
School Rome totally rede- St
corated and ready for immediate occupancy, cen- 1982 BUICK Regal,4-door,
tral gas heat, central pis, p/b, pit, p/w, 82,000
electric cooling. Property miles, approximately 400
also includes nice garage miles on new motor.
apt with 2 car garage. Of- 753-3599.
fered at $75,000. Contact 1984 RED Mercury CouBill Kopperud, Kopperud gar, 71,000 miles, good
Realty, 753-1222.
condition, loaded. Call
NEWLY remodeled 4br 2 354-8435
bath home on 1+ acres
Priced in mid $70s Sunroom, deck and more MLS
44428 Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222

.4.

1976 CHRYSLER Cordoba. 98,000 actual miles,
white, all power, leather
seats. Michelin tires, real
sharp car, $1100 obo
759-9673.

PROPERTY for sale small
or large acreage 489-2161
after 6pm
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird BelAir Center 502753-SOLD.
1 800 369 5780

All Types Of:

1968 VOLKSWAGON Bug
one owner 753-7316 or
753-5395

530
Used
Trucks

Used
Cars

Used
Cars

365
For Sale
Or Lease

500

490

A90

For Rent
Or Lease

Luke Lamb 436-2102
Hours: 8-6 Sun.-Fri.
cord K
P.O. Box 207 Ne

42076

5.

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Milerray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Monday. Nov. 9, the 314th day of 1992. There are 52 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 9, 1938, bands of Nazis began roaming the streets of Germany and Austria, looting and burning synagogues as well as Jewishowned stores and houses in a pogrom that became known as "Kristallnacht" ("Crystal Night").
On this date:
In 1872, fire destroyed nearly a thousand buildings in Boston.
In 1918, Germany's Kaiser Wilhelm II announced he would abdicate. He then fled to the Netherlands.
in 1935, United-Mine Workers president John L. Lewis and other
labor leaders formed the Committee for Industrial Organization as part
of the American Federation of Labor.
In 1953, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a 1922 ruling that majorleague baseball did not come within the scope of federal antitrust
laws.
In 1953, author-poet Dylan Thomas died in New York at age 39.
In 1963, twin disasters struck Japan as some 450 miners were killed
in a coal-dust explosion, and 160 people died in a train crash.
In 1989, in the most visible sign that the Iron Curtain was collaps:

1'1
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Ten years ago
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans will present a spe-

19.
Twenty years ago

cial program on Veterans Day,
Nov. 11, on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray. Speakers will
be Tom Harris, director of Governor's Council on Agriculture, Lt.
Col. John R. Rudd and Lt. Col.
Darrell A. McFerron, according
to Alex Pall, DAV member.
A barn and 2% acres of dark
fired tobacco were destroyed by
fire on Nov. 8. They were owned
by Clint Greer.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stanford,
Oct. 6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William G. Wilson, Oct. 13; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L.
Duncan, Oct. 14; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Hubbard, Oct.
23.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Beach will
be married for 50 years on Nov.

ing, communist East Germany threw open its borders, allowing citizens to travel freely to the West.
In 1990, Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev signed a historic
non-aggression treaty with Germany, winning praise from German
leaders for his role in the peaceful fall of the Berlin Wall.
Ten years ago: Richard L. Trumka was elected president of the
United Mine Workers, defeating the incumbent, Sam M. Church Jr.
Five years ago: Senate Minority, Leader Bob Dole formally
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago, I
announced a bid for the Republican . residential nomination during a bumped into an old friend in a
supermarket around holiday time.
visit to his hometown of Russell, Kan.
One year ago: Police in Hong Kong forcibly repatriated 59 "What are you doing for Christmas
Vietnamese boat people, carrying them onto a transport plane. Presi- this year?" I asked. He replied,
"Every year, the wife and I take the
dent Bush returned from a four-day European trip that included a money we would have spent on each
NATO summit. Singer-actor Yves Montand died near Paris at age 70. other and we give a needy family a
Today's Birthdays: Actress Hedy Lamarr is 79. Former Vice Presi- Christmas tree, a Christmas dinner
dent Spiro T. Agnew is 74. Sportscaster Charlie Jones is 62. Baseball with all the trimmings, toys for the
executive Whitey Herzog is 61. Astronomer Carl Sagan is 58. Senator kids, and gifts for the entire family.
"Last year, 'our' family had nine
Bob Graham, D-Fla., is 56. Actor Lou Ferrigno is 40.
Thought for Today: "Any girl can be glamorous. All you have to children, and it was the first ChristDas they_;ha-d-A tree"
__
do is stand still and look stupid."— Hedy Lamarr; Austrian-born
I thought was a great idea and-

actress _(1913-).

'asked if,I could help. He then pro-

Calloway County voted for the
Republican ticket in the General
Election. This is thought to be
first time the county has gone
Republican since 1880. Winners
were Richard M. Nixon, president; Spiro T. Agnew, vice president; Dee Huddleston, U.S. senator; Frank Albert Stubblefield,
U.S. representative; Billy Joe
Stubblefield, Ferrell Miller and
Lubie E. Parrish, members of
Calloway County School Board;
Maurice Ryan and Dr. C.C.
Lowry, members of Murray City
School Board.
Terry K. Alexander has
enlisted for three years in the U.
S. Navy. His recruit training will
be at Orlando, Fla.
Births reported include a girl to

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Collins, Nov.
2.

Thirty years ago
John C. Winter and Carl
Rogers of the Fine Arts Faculty
of Murray State College will
appear on the program of Kentucky Music Teachers Association, Nov. 11-13.
Murray Grove 126 of Supreme
Forest Woodmen Circle was host
to West Kentucky Fall Convention at Murray Woman's Club
House on Nov. 8.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Story, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Billington, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Starks, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William bean, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Smotherman.
Mrs. James Hamilton led a
workshop for decorating the Murray Woman's Club House for the
holidays at a meeting of Garden
Department of Murray Woman's

Club.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Harold L. Wilkinson
recently arrived in Japan where
he is serving with 1st Cavalry
Division of United States Army.
Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath of
Murray was elected as president
of Southwestern Region of Baptist Woman's Missionary Union
at a meeting held at First Baptist
Church, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. G.B. Scott and
Mr. and Mrs. A. Carman attended
a meeting of Kentucky Jersey
Cattle Club held at Mammoth
Cave National Park.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Butler of Princeton 14 to 12
in a football game at Ty Holland
Stadium, Murray.
Lucy Lee Meadows of Chattanooga, Tenn., has been the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.R.
Lee.

Dear Abby
ceeded to help me by finding another family that was down on their
luck.
Over the years, this has become
my ritual. Many people get

depressed around the holidays. I
never am, and when people ask me
what I want for Christmas. I say,
"I'd like for some underprivileged
family to have a good Christmas ...
do you want to help?"
I'm telling this story because all
it took was a small seed planted in
mg to-bring -happinirsirtn-ifthers-.

lot or

people WHO slip
There area
through the cracks, children who

don't receive toys from Toys for
Tots, children whose names aren't
hanging on a Christmas tree in a

DEAR ANONYMOUS: Thank
you for a terrific suggestion to
pass along to those who have

mall somewhere.'find these people
through my church.
You can't believe the warm feeling you get when you walk into a

the resources and desire to
prove that the spirit of Christmas is stili alive and flourishing.

home on Christmas Eve and know
that had you not put forth the
effort, that family would have had
nothing. To me, that's what the
Christmas spirit is all about.
Abby, please help me plant some
more -seeds.
ANtrNYMOUS IN AUSTIN

DEAR ABBY: How do you get to
know a lovely new daughter-in-law?
She is very quiet. She never initiates a conversation, and only
answers "yes" or "no." ,

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

DEAR, MOTHER-IN-LAW:
She is probably very shy and
somewhat intimidated, so it's
up to you to initiate a conversation. And when you do, don't
ask questions that can be
answered with a "yes" or "no."
Invite her over to your place,
and ask if she wants to go shopping with you — for groceries,
clothes or whatever. The more
time you spend together, the
better acquainted-you will be in
due time. You don't say whether
she has parents in town; if she

hasn't, do whatever you can to
acquaint her with her new sur-

Now .rake filis granite
bowI.tvw$ dua up not -far
Proba6)y dates
from here and early tTLI/y.
boa to.., oh,z,c/say

CALVIN and HOBBES
CON, 11-ktS BURNS HE UP!
A COVET) MESSAGE SMING

'CALVIN IS A PORRIDGE
NERVE!
BRAIN "

+141
ME BIZARRE. 5011 910%
NE CUT MD PASIED LE7ERS,
Ng SUSWE
NE CODE
MISTER1 FOR AN Its1SULT!

WHAT KRAD OV 'DEPRAVED
MANIAC ‘440k.)I.9 GO
MUCH TROUBLE RRRGI41-1,
I 1N15I4 I KNEW htI-I0
%NT 71.‘15.1/

OUR Oh.:(
CLUE 6-11.1AT
'ME 'TWISTED
FIEND HAS
TOO MUCH
TIME ON
MS ANDS.

roundings. Just make her feel
accepted and a welcome addition to your family.

AMMER WILK
FeR `IOC
CALVIN! 10#1
NICE TO GET
SC, WO MAIL .

DEAR ABBY:'My husband never
misses your column. He gets the
paper first, and you are the first
thing _he reads_irle_just. loxes it_
when_you nru,lagi7e for making a
mistake. He says, "It takes a big
person to admit when they were
wrong — you should try it some•
time. honey.
He really liked your column on
hugging. He took your advice and
started to hug me. He is 6 foot 3 and
weighs 260 pounds. I am 5 foot 4
and weigh 115 pounds. He got so
carried away with the hugging business, he broke three of my ribs. I
am still taped up.
HURTING IN CHEYENNE,WYO.

CATHY
7CASUAL OUTFIT ACCESSORIES,
BOOKS, CATALOGS, MAGAZINES totAKEuP IN CASE I SET IN VITED TO A ROMANTIC LUNCH
KiCK4 Lata 90015, BLOWAND NOTE CARDS IN CASE
OMER AND HAIR SPRAY IN
THERE'S NO TRAFFIC AND .1 6ET ... WORKOUT CLODIES IN CASE
I HAVE TIME TO STOP AT THE
CASE I MEET SOMEONE CUTE
TO WORK EARLY ENOUGH ID
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Dr. Gott
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you provide
information on the effects of chronic
diarrhea in a diabetic?
DEAR READER: Chronic diarrhea
can be dangerous because of at least
two factors: dehydration and malnutrition, to which diabetics are more

Patients with chronic, uncontrolled
diarrhea — such as seen in cases of
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Of note is a type of diarrhea caused
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cured if the sorbitol is discontinued.
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treated to avoid potentially. serious
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My sister was
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DEAR READER: Inapsine is an injectible tranquilizer that has been reported to cause low blood pressure.
rapid pulse, restlessness, anxiety.
shivering, asthma and hallucinations.
Such side effects are dot common,
but they occur-frequently enough for
the manufacturer to urge doctors to

be cautious about using the drug
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MSU offers free help
for adults taking the ACT
Adults who plan to take the
American College Test(ACT) can
get help in preparing for the test
through a free workshop offered by
Educational Talent Search(ETS)at
Murray State University. "Preparing for the ACT' is planned for
Monday, November 9 at 6:00 in
Faculty Hall, Room 104 on the
Murray State campus.
This workshop will highlight
each section of the college entrance
examination and will provide participants with helpful test-taking
strategies. Dot Newbern, adult
counselor for ETS will present the
workshop."Any adult who is thinking about taking the ACT should
panicipate. It will give them a better
understanding of the test and will

help them to do their best on the
test."
For more information or to register for "Preparing for the ACT
workshop,call Dot Newbern, at the
Educational Talent Search office at
(502) 762-3734 or toll-free 1-800347-6787, outside of Calloway
County.
Educational Talent Search is a
federally funded program that provides educational guidance services
to encourage and motivate individuals wanting to further their education or training after high school.
The Murray State University ETS
program provides services to students and adults in the Jackson
Purchase Area.

Breast cancer rates

higher in urban areas
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Friedell said.
Urban areas and some smaller
The Jefferson County numbers,
counties in Kentucky appear to
along with data from previous
have a higher incidence of breast
years, raise concerns about the
cancer than the state and national
poor's access to diagnostic tests
average, according to the Kenand care.
tucky Cancer Registry.
National statistics show that
Breast-cancer rates vary widely
from 1984 to 1988, the death rate
from county to county, the regifrom breast cancer for black
stry found. For example, Adair_
County, with fewcfr than 8,000 -taitinien in Kentucky was the fifth
highest among the 27 states that
women, had 24 female breasthad at least 75,000 black females.
cancer cases last year, while
The rate was 32 deaths from
Allen County, with a similar
cancer per 100,000 black
breast
only
had
women,
of
number
Kentuckians, compared with 25.3
seven.
per 100,000 white women. The
The findings, though statistinational average for all women
the
because
cally meaningless
was 27.3 deaths per 100,000
samples are so small, point to the
women.
need for more research and more
Friedell said all the causes for
screening through regular mamdifferences aren't clear. But
these
mograms in counties with high
concerned not enough is
he's
corates, said Gilbert H. Friedell,
being done to reach the state's
director of the Kentucky Cancer
black women with screening
Program.
mammograms, which are
registry,
the
Friedell said
believed to be effective in early
which was created by the General
detection.
Assembly in 1990, will soon pubA large portion of the state's
lish cancer data gathered last
blacks live in urban areas, and
year.
Friedell said he fears that health
The findings include a rate of
departments in those cities,
cervical cancer in eastern Kenincluding Louisville, might not
tucky that is about twice the
national and state averages, be doing enough to reach black
women.
Friedell said.
Barry Wainscott, Jefferson
In Jefferson County, there were
assistant health director,
County's
reported
cases
breast-cancer
130
said his agency recently won a
per 100,000 women in 1991. That
state grant of about $42,000 to
compares with a statewide rate
hire a community health nurse
per
cases
103.2
of
that year
and educators who would try to
100,000 and a U.S. rate of 109.3
increase the number, of black
in 1989, the last year for which
women getting mammograms.
available,
were
national numbers

Horoscopes

•

State DES offers course
on earthquake preparedness

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 10, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!.IN THE love and financial affairs. Avoid
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: taking foolish chances. Redesign
Romance will provide many excit- your diet along more healthful lines.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
• ing and 'tender moments. You know
instinctively how to win the hearts Reach out to your co-workers, creatof the opposite sex. Early in 1993 ing an atmosphere of friendship and
your ihherent optimism, combined trust. You can get other people to
with your business acumen, brings agree with you. and also learn a
fresh financial successes. Once the thing or two. Trust your hunches.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Emomoney starts rolling in, guard
against buying things on impulse. tions run high. We forget that we are
The employment outlook is espe- friends or loved ones and lose our
cially promising in the summer of cool. Be more patient and coopera1993. Your loyalty to your family tive. A special gift or loving touch
draws you and loved ones closer may strike the right note.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
together.
CELEBRITIES,BORN ON Watch your money today. ExtravaTHIS DATE: actor Roy Scheider, gance, whim or romance could
actress MacKenzie Phillips, singer cause cash to slip through your finDonna Fargo. dancer Ann Reinking. gers. You will be much better off
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): immersed in duties than in flights of
Discord still lingers. Overreacting fancy.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
will onlx_gigke _a difficult situation
worse. Be calm and courteous. Join- 21): Superior reasoning gives you an
ing a club or self-help group puts edge today. Apply your high energy
to a special work or home project.
you in touch with new friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You should be able to attain satisfyCapitalize on an exuberant mood! ing results.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
You can be a real dynamo at work
and the force that brings people 19): Enphasize shared resources
together for business or pleasure. Be today - they could be the key to
more aggressive on the financial new employment and financial success. Change is healthy: welcome it!
front.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Get out and socialize this evening.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Amorous feelings are worth a closer
look today. At work, things could be You could be on shaky ground
in disarray: double-check all details today. Strong desires are one thing.
and contracts. You could be taken in impatience is another. Do not put
by someone with designs on your love, property or money at risk.
Hunt for antiques, buy paintinigs or
resources.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): collect memorabilia.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Good will abounds! Open up the
lines of communication and create There may be certain complications
new rapport with potential allies. regarding a piece of property. Do
With children, use words of praise not remain on the sidelines. Making
your views known may prevent
and support.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): This is someone from causing further diffino time to let whim influence your culties.
TODAY'S CHILDREN like the excitement of Conducting a science
experiment or building a puppet theater but may show disdain for the nitty
gritty of learning basic skills. Readingll these youngsters' passport to
adventure. They often accept a situation that "others bemoan and turn it to
their advantage. They recognize the value of economic self-reliance at an
early age. Although these independent Scorpios fret under parental guid
ance, they still need a few clear rules to follow. As adults, they will probably
be happiest if self-employed.
iTo order a revised and updaied copy c4 June DeSion's best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Fore,
er. How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send S8.95 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon. ski Andrews and Mck4eel. PD. Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo 64141. Make checks payable m
Andrew. and McMeel.

David Smith, with W.A.T.C.H.(Work Activities Training Center
for the Handicapped) accepts a check from Alvis Jones, Murray
Lions Club President. The contribution was from funds raised
through their Spring Bulb and Broom sales, Candy Day and Radio
Auction.

To report local news, call 753-1916

ield

FRANKFORT - The recent
earthquakes in Egypt, Columbia
and South America may seem a
long way from Kentucky, but
they serve as a reminder that this
region is threatened by a major,
damaging earthquake from the
New Madrid Seismic Zone and
other earthquake-producing zones
in the central U.S.
When such an earthquake
occurs, the injured will rely on
local hospitals and clinics for
treatment, residents of nursing
homes will depend on the homes'
staff to care for their needs. But
will these facilities themselves
survive the tremor and be able to
provide adquate health and medical care?
To help prepare, Kentucky
Disaster and Emergency Services
is offering a IA -day course on
earthquake preparedness for
healthcare facilities Nov. 17-18 at
Kenlake State Resort Park. Owners, operators and emergency
planners for all healthcare facilities are invited to apply to take
the course, which is open to clin-

ics, laboratories and physicians'
offices as well as nursing homes
and hospitals.
The course begins at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 17. There is no.
fee, but registration is required
and space limited. Contact Mike
Lynch, earthquake program coordinator, Kentucky Disaster and
Emergency Services, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601-6168 or call (502)
564-8628. A block of rooms has
.been set aside at the park for participants needing overnight lodging. Reservations can be made by
calling 1(800) 325-0143.
Course topics include a look at
the earthquake hazard in the Central U.S., the kinds of nonstructural effects which healthcare facilities could suffer and
how they should prepare for and
respond to earthquakes.
Among the instructors will be
two hospital officials with experience preparing Kentucky and
Indiana hospitals for major
emergencies and who have taught
the course in the past.
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